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THE FIRST κερνπύΖτιφνσθνηεπΖνςΖψμιΖσψψσρεςΖιρτνφιήΖεΖοεφερεςπİΖρελεZνςιΖνςΖ
SMYRNA (1849-1850) 

Evangelia BALTA 

 

 

The case file and the chronicle of collecting the evidence  

Since last September, a periodical in the Ottoman dialect with Greek 
characters has been published monthly in Smyrna by the honourable and 
philogenos [compatriot-loving] Mr Evangelinos Misailidis. As regards his 
choice of materials, Evangelinos Misailidis follows the example of the ∽πＶＯＥＱＮ 
ＺｅＴ ΩｂＬＲＦＳｅＴ ∵ＴｊＹＬｅＴ [Apotheke ton Ophelimon Gnoseon = Repository of 
Useful Knowledge], which was published here some years ago. Evangelinos 
Misailidis adds more illustrations and some useful information about the arts, 
in this way making his work agreeable as well as Useful. Anyone who has any 
idea how far behind our fellow Greeks in Anatolia have remained as regards 
their intellectual development will praise the work of Mr Misailidis as worthy 
of all possible encouragement. The above periodical is named ‡ＬＱＺＬπＶｉＲΖ
６ＬＴＴＶｉＴＰΖ‡ＬＹＷＮＱＥ; it costs 60 gurus for those living in Smyrna, 75 gurus for 
subscribers living outside Smyrna. It is on sale in the bookstore of C. N. 
Stamenis, and in Constantinople from Messrs I. Lazaridis and D. Xenis. 

 

It was with these words that the ∬ｂＮＳＬＷＦＸΖ ＺＮＸΖ３ＳｉＷＴＮＸ (∬phemeris tes Smyrnes), the 
daily Newspaper of Smyrna, announced the circulation of the first general-interest 
periodical in the Ottoman Empire,1 in Turkish contemporary with the corresponding  

                                                      
*  This article resulted from the work of the Karamanlidika Seminar in 2012 at the Ottoman and Turkish 

Summer School in Cunda (Ottoman Studies Foundation) and the contribution of the participants is 
gratefully acknowledged: Oscar Aguirre-Mandujano (University of Washington), Ayça Baydar (SOAS, 
ωniversityΖofΖπondonΜΟΖεrdaΖιkwigilΖΛρcλillΖωniversityΜΟΖχtylianosΖιrakleousΖΛπeiden University) and Hay 
Ertan Cohen Yanarocak (Tel Aviv University). The study owes a great deal also to the assistance of Aytek 
χonerΖεlpanΟΖ∬lifΖζayraktarΟΖύorgosΖθedesΟΖχabriΖοożΟΖχelimΖοuruΟΖςikosΖπivanosΟΖθimitrisΖπoupisΟΖεslihanΖ
Aksoy Sheridan, MichaelΖχheridanΖandΖκiliżΖύawarΡ 

1  ∬ｂＮＳＬＷＦＸΖＺＮＸΖ３ＳｉＷＴＮＸ [Newspaper of Smyrna], no 33, dated Friday 25 November 1849, Year I. On the basis 
of this information, it is recorded in the bibliography by Athanasios D. Hadjidimos and, one decade later, 
ηhristosΖχΡΖχolomonidisΟΖwhoΖalsoΖcitedΖpartΖofΖtheΖtextΖofΖtheΖannouncementΖinΖtheΖ―ξournalΖofΖχmyrna‖ΡΖ
χeeΖ εΡΖ θΡΖ μadjidimosΟΖ “３ＳａＷＴＨｆＱＥΖ ∝ＰＩＲＰＶＪＷＨｂＦＨ”Ζ [χmyrnaianΖ ζibliographyŞΟΖ ‡ＰＱＷＨＹＰＨＺＰＱＣΖ ７ＷＶＴＰＱＣ 4 
(1948), p. 400, no. 217 and Christos S. Solomonidis, μΖＫＮＳＶＹＰＶＪＷＨｂＦＨΖＺＮＸΖ３ＳｉＷＴＮＸΖΛΤάΥΤ-1922) [Journalism in 
Smyrna (1821-1έΦΦΜŞΟΖ ∽thensΖ 1έ5έΟΖ pΡΖ 14ΧΟΖ ΦάάΡΖ ψheΖ aboveΖ bibliographicalΖ referencesΖ reappearΖ inΖ theΖ
correspondingΖentryΖbyΖχtratisΖψarinasΟΖ“‡ＬＱＺＬπＶｉＲΖ６ＬＴＴＶｉＴＰΖ‡ＬＹＷＮＱＥ”ΟΖinΖΛedsΜΖπoukiaΖθrouliaΟΖλioulaΖ
♪outsopanagouΟΖ ∬ＪＱａＱＲＶπＨＦＫＬＰＨΖ ＺＶａΖ ∬ＲＲＮＴＰＱＶｉΖ ４ｉπＶａΟΖ Τ7ά4-1974 [Encyclopedia of the Greek Press, 1784-
1έ74ŞΟΖεthensΖΦΣΣάΟΖvolΡΖ♭♭♭ΟΖpΡΖ1ΦέΡ 
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medical periodical Vakayi-iΖ ψıbbiye, which had been accepted in literature as the first 
Ottoman periodical.2  

Over the next few years, sale of the Smyrniot periodical ‡ＬＱＺＬπＶｉＲ ６ＬＴＴＶｉＴＰ ‡ＬＹＷＮＱＥ 
Λ‡ekteb‖ül κennuniΖρawrıkiΖ´ΖχchoolΖofΖσrientalΖοnowledgeΟΖhereafterΖreferredΖtoΖasΖ‡６‡) 
was also announced in the pages of the Karamanli newspaper Anatoli (= Orient), which 
Evangelinos Misailidis began publishing in Constantinople in 1850, when he left Smyrna.3 Its 
sale was announced also, along with other Karamanli and Greek publications, on the covers 
of books printed at the press of the newspaper Anatoli.4 The title of the periodical, ‡６‡, is 
mentioned in the biographies of Evangelinos Misailidis, which were circulated 
posthumously by his colleague and continuer of his work, Ioannis Limnidis.5   

On the basis of the above evidence, I included the periodical in the first catalogue of 
Karamanli newspapers and periodicals, which I published in 1994.6 However, at that time I 
had not located an issue or a corpus of this magazine. As a result of my reference to it at the 
conference La Presse grecque de 1784 à nos jours. Approches historiques et théoriques, held at the 
National Hellenic Research Foundation in May 2002,7 Triantaphyllos Sklavenitis delivered to 
me photocopies of the entire corpus of ‡６‡, which he had discovered in the library of the 
Vatopedi Monastery on Mount Athos, during one of his research missions there. A few years 
later, the digitized volume of the periodical was posted on the website of the ANEMI Digital 
Library of Modern Greek Studies, of the University of Crete. This copy came from the 
                                                      

2  νtΖwasΖissuedΖbyΖtheΖchiefΖphysicianΖ∽bdülhakΖρollaΖonΖΦ6ΖρarchΖ1ά4έΟΖseeΖεlpayΖοabacalıΟΖζawlangıcındanΖ
λünümüzeΖ ψürkiye’deΖρatbaaΖ ζasınΖ veΖώayınΟΖ νstanbulΖ ΦΣΣΣΟΖ pΡΖ 6έΡΖ χeeΖ alsoΖ theΖ articleΖ “θergi"ΟΖ Türk Dili ve 
Edebiyati AnsiklopedisiΟΖΦΡΖciltΟΖİstanbulΟΖθergahΖύayınlarıΟΖ1έ77ΟΖpΡΖΦ46ΡΖ 

3  E.g. in the issue of Monday 31 August 1853 it is recorded as ‡ＬＱＺＤπＰΖ６ＶａＴＶｉＴ-ＰΖ‡ＨＹＷＮＱＮＪＰＤΟΖ１ＨＴＬπＰＹＺＥＳＰＶＴΖ
∽ＹＰＨＺＰＱｈＴ (= Asian / Orient University) atΖtheΖpriceΖofΖ1άΖguruwΖforΖsubscribersΖtoΖtheΖnewspaperΖ∽ＴＨＺＶＲＥ 
ΛεnatoliΜΖ andΖ Φ5Ζ guruwΖ forΖ otherΖ purchasersΡΖ ϋeΖ readΖ thatΖ itΖ wasΖ availableΖ along with other titles of 
οaramanliΖbooksΖ inΖ νstanbulΟΖ inΖ theΖofficesΖofΖ theΖnewspaperΖ “εnatoli” ΛωżunΖÇarwıΟΖ εynalıΖμanΜΖandΖ inΖ
Smyrna from the cantor in the church of St Photeine, Mr Misail Misailidis, brother of Evangelinos. 

4  E.g. see the cover of the publication ∫ＰＣＲＶＪＶＰΖＬＲＲＮＴＶＺＶａＷＱＰＱＶＦΖＹａＲＲＬＪＤＴＺＬＸΖＬＱΖＫＰＨｂｈＷｅＴΖＹａＪＪＷＨｂＤｅＴΖ[Greek-
Turkish Dialogues Selected from Various Authors] (1854), where it is noted together with other 
publicationsΖfromΖtheΖ“εnatoli”ΖprintingΖpressΡΖνtsΖcostΖwasΖΧΣΖguruwΖΛunboundΜΖandΖΧ5ΖguruwΖΛboundΜΡ 

5  See ∬ＰＸΖ Ｈ√ＫＰＶＴΖ ＳＴＥＳＮＴΖ ＺＶａΖ πＶＲａＱＲＨｉＹＺＶａΖ ∬ａＨＪＪＬＲＰＴＶｉΖ ‡ＰＹＨＮＲＦＫＶａ, πＷａＺＣＴＬｅＸΖ ＺＮＸΖ ＬＴΖ ♪ｅＴＹＺＨＴＺＰＴＶａπｈＲＬＰΖ
ＫＮＳＶＹＰＶＪＷＨｂＦＨＸ [To the everlasting memory of the much-lamented Evangelinos Misailidis, rector of 
journalism in Constantinople], 1890, p. 6, is recorded under the title ‡ＬＱＺＤπＰΖ ６ＮＴＶｉＴＰΖ ３ＨＷＱＮＪＰＤ. It is 
referred to also in the Karamanli almanac ‰ＳＬＷＶＲｈＪＰＶＴΖ“０ΖεＹＺＥＷ”ΖΤέΤ4Ζ∽ＴＨＺＶＲＥΖ２ＶａＳＲＨＷＮＴＣΖＳＨｃＹＶｉＸΖ ♭ＲＳＦΟΖ
ＬＫＬπＦΟΖ６ＤＴＴＰΖＳＶａＹＨＩＤＷΖ３ＨＲＴＨＳＤΖ¶ＬＩＹＬｃＰＷＲＰＲＬＷＦＴΖ“１ＨπＨΖ∵ＬｊＷＪＰＶＸ”ΖＫＭＬＳＰＬＺＦΖＺＨＷＨｂＮＴＫＣＴΖ¶ＤＩＹＬｃＰＷΖ２ＶｉΖＳＬＱＺＬπＲＬＷＦΖ
ＹａＹＹＦＺＰＶＴＮΖＳＬＴｂＨＨＺＮＴＣΖＶＲＨＷＣＱΖＴＤＹＷΖＶＲＶａＴＶｉＷΟΖ♭ＱＰＴＫＭＦΖＹＬＴＤ, Constantinople 1913, p. 170, see Evangelia Balta, 
Karamanlidika, XXe siècle. Bibliographie analytique, Athens, Centre for Asia Minor Studies, 1987, no. 96.  

6  Ilias Anagnostakis & Evangelia Balta, La découverte de la Cappadoce au dix-neuvième siècle, Traduit du grec 
par Bruno Dulibine, Istanbul, Eren, 1994, p. 56-57. 

7  χeeΖ ιvangeliaΖ ζaltaΟΖ “♪ＨＷＨＳＨＴＲＦＫＰＱＶＸΖ ＺｉπＶＸΖ Λ３ＳｉＷＴＮΖ 1ά45-∽ＯＥＴＨΖ 1έΦ6ΜΖ [οaramanlidikaΖ τressΖ ΛχmyrnaΖ
1845-Athens 1926)], paper at the conference La Presse grecque de 1784 à nos jours. Approches historiques et 
théoriques, Actes du Colloque International, Athènes, 23-25 mai 2002, (ed.) Loukia Droulia, Athènes 2005, p. 
118-1Φ5ΡΖ χeeΖ theΖ briefΖ bibliographicalΖ entryΖ onΖ theΖ periodicalΟΖ ιvangeliaΖ ζaltaΟΖ “ηatalogueΖ ofΖ theΖ
οaramanlidikaΖ τress”ΟΖ inΖ eademΟΖ Beyond The Language Frontier, Studies on the Karamanlis and the 
karamanlidika Printing, Istanbul, The Isis Press, 2010, p. 126-127. 
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collection of the Constantinopolitan Georgios Arvanitidis (1876-1953), the greater part of 
which wasΖ purchasedΖ byΖ theΖ ωniversityΖ ofΖ ηreteΖ inΖ 1έάΣΡΖ εrvanitidis‖sΖ collectionΖ alsoΖ
included numerous Karamanli books, which were inventoried by Salaville and Dalleggio in 
theirΖ “οaramanlidikaΖ ζibliography”Ζ andΖ whichΖ areΖ alsoΖ availableΖ digitiżedΖ inΖ theΖ εςιρνΖ
Digital Library.8  

In 2010, during the course of my research in the Ottoman Archive of Istanbul, on 
material relating to Karamanli publications, I came across documents concerning the 
suspension of publication of the periodical ‡６‡, which was published in Smyrna in the 
Turkish language printed with Greek characters (ψürki’l-ibare ve Rumî hurûf ile). Inquiries 
regarding the periodical had come full circle. It was certain that no more than the nine 
issues that had been located had circulated. All that remained to be done was the analytical 
bibliographical presentation of these.  

A first approach to the contents of ‡６‡Ζwas made in the summer of 2012. Issues of the 
Smyrniot periodical were given as an exercise to the group of advanced students attending 
theΖνntensiveΖσttomanΖandΖψurkishΖχummerΖχchoolΖΛηundaΟΖεyvalıkΜΖinΖorderΖtoΖfamiliariżeΖ
themselves with Karamanli texts which printed the official Ottoman language with Greek 
characters, endeavouring to give as correctly as possible the orthography of the Ottoman 
words. Participants in the group were Oscar Aguirre-Mandujano (University of Washington), 
εyçaΖ ζaydarΖ ΛχσεχΟΖ ωniversityΖ ofΖ πondonΜΟΖ εrdaΖ ιkwigilΖ ΛρcλillΖ ωniversityΜΟΖ χtylianosΖ
Erakleous (Leiden University) and Hay Ertan Cohen Yanarocak (Tel Aviv University). The 
preliminary processing by these students in Cunda was the yeast for this article, and I 
gratefully acknowledge their contribution here. 

The study is dedicated to Heath Lowry as a gesture of homage to a dear friend and 
colleague, whose lecture to the students in Cunda each summer is somewhat of an 
institution in itself. Long may our meetings in Cunda last. 

 
*** 

 
The climate of the period 

As is well known, periodicals are instruments that influence the intellectual activity of a 
period, expressing its trends and interests, and for this reason study of their content and the 
circumstances of their publication reveals intact the image of the period and its intellectual 
inquiries. As previously stated, the editor of ‡６‡Ζ was Evangelinos Misailidis, who was 
subsequently the prime mover in the effort for the intellectual revival of the Turkish-
speaking Orthodox Christian Anatolians. Consequently, study of this first periodical 

                                                      
8 See the index of the volumes by Sévérien Salaville & Eugène Dalleggio, Karamanlidika. Bibliographie 

ＨnalytiqueΖd’ouvragesΖenΖ langueΖturqueΖ imprimésΖen caractères grecs, t. I (1584–1850), Athens, Centre for Asia 
Minor Studies, 1958, p. 309; t. II (1851–1ά65ΜΟΖεthensΟΖηollectionΖdeΖ l‖νnstitutΖκrançaisΖd‖εthènesΟΖ1έ66ΟΖpΡΖ
83; t. III (1866–1έΣΣΜΟΖεthensΟΖ６ＰＲＶＲＶＪＰＱｈＸΖ３ｉＲＲＶＪＶＸΖ“１ＨＷＴＨＹＹｈＸ”ΟΖ∬πＰＹＺＮＳＶＴＰＱＨＦΖ∫ＰＨＺＷＰＩＨＦΖΛ“τarnassos”Ζ
Literary Association, Scientific Dissertations) no. 4, 1974, p. 333. 
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published by Evangelinos Misailidis in Smyrna acquires additional importance, because it 
shows his ideology and vision at the beginnings of his activity in the domain of 
Karamanlidika publishing, a mission he served with consistency and self-denial until the end 
of his life, bequeathing this legacy to his sons and collaborators.   

ρ６ρΖwasΖnotΖtheΖfirstΖ♪aramanlidikaΖpublicationΖinΖhisΖcareerΖinΖχmyrnaΡΖThere, in the 
printing house of Amaltheia on 1 September 1844, he published ‰ＹＺＮＱＫＣｂ, a collection of 
texts relating to Natural Sciences and History.9 One year later he also published the 
newspaper １ＬＲＹＨＷＤＺΖＰＲΖ‡ＨＹＷＦＱ (∝iΚl-iwaretiΚl-‡awrık ´Ζ０rientalΖμeraldΜΟΖwhichΖcirculatedΖfromΖ
1ΦΖξanuaryΖ1ά45ΖuntilΖtheΖendΖofΖ1ά47ΟΖ“toΖbeΖofΖuse”ΟΖasΖ∽ＳＣＲＯＬＰＨ (Amaltheia) putΖitΟΖ“forΖtheΖ
dissemination of news and knowledge among the numerous inhabitants of Anatolia and 
other parts, who do not know Greek and usually write the Turkish dialect with Greek 
charactersΖΡΡΡ”Ρ10 εmaltheia’sΖtestimony on this newspaper, no issue of which has been found, 
is corroborated also by the article in the ♭ｅＴＰＱＥΖ‡ＤＲＰＹＹＨ (Ionike Melissa = Ionian Bee). The 
writer with the nom-de-plume Periander mentions it together with the periodical ‡６‡, 
without naming them, and goes on to announce the circulation in Constantinople of the 
likewise Karamanli Anatoli:11  

 

Mr Evangelinos Misailidis from Kula in Lydia (a town with 500 Greek families, 
mostΖofΖthemΖlandownersΖandΖmerchantsΜΟΖknownΖtoΖtheΖ¶ation from the first 
Greek-Ottoman newspaper which he published in Smyrna 4-5 years ago, 
circulation of which was interrupted for a short time and which was 
transformed into a periodical, which too ceased production a few months 
back, and today publishes in Byzantium (= Istanbul) a large-format 
newspaper, entitled in accordance with the wishes of the authorities, ６ＰＴＶａＴＦ 
ＹＨＷＱＰＤ ＷＰＹＨＲＬＹＦ ｃＨＩＨＫＦＸ (Fennun-iΖvarkiyyeΖφisalesiΖμavadisΜΡ 

                                                      
9  Evangelia Balta, Karamanlidika. Additions (1584-1900). Bibliographie analytique, Athens, Centre for Asia Minor 

Studies, 1987, no. 20.  
10  ∽ＳＣＲＯＬＰＨ, 27 January 1845. See Christos Solomonidis, ‰ΖＫＮＳＶＹＰＶＪＷＨｂＦＨ, p. 142.  
11  ♭ｅＴＰＱＥΖ‡ＤＲＰＹＹＨ [Ionian Bee], (Smyrna, 29 December 1850), no. 7, p. 77-78. The article gives extremely 

interesting information on the publishing policy of Evangelinos Misailidis. It praises the effort of the 
“compatriot-loving”ΖpublisherΖ toΖ enlightenΖ theΖψurkish-speaking Greeks of Anatolia but notes that the 
first issue of the Karamanli ∽natoliΖwas written in an almost incomprehensible style of Ottoman language, 
which was difficult for people to follow, and even more so the Turkish-speakers of Anatolia. In the view of 
theΖ journalistΖ ofΖ “νonianΖ ζee”ΟΖ itΖ wasΖ notΖ enoughΖ toΖ simplifyΖ theΖ ψurkishΖ languageΖ ofΖ Anatoli, as 
Evangelinos Misailidis had promised to do. He maintained that the newspaper should be bilingual (Greek 
and very simple Ottoman), for the pleasure and the benefit of the Greeks, for whom it is written, and also 
so the Ottomans and the Europeans or others who read it could follow both languages.  
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It should be stressed that both the newspaper 
１ＬＲＹＨＷＤＺΖ ＰＲΖ ‡ＨＹＷＦＱ, which is latent, and the 
periodical ‡６‡, which we shall discuss forthwith, 
were the first Turkish-language periodicals to 
circulate in Smyrna. According to the data given by 
Ch. Solomonidis, in the decade 1840-1850, the 
period of circulation of Misailidis‖Ζ οaramanliΖ
publications, 14 Greek newspapers and 10 
periodicals circulated, most of them short-lived, 
with the splendid exception of Amaltheia, which 
continued until 1922. During the same years, 3 
French, 3 Armenian and 2 Jewish periodicals were 
also published.12  

This publishing boom, to which the numbers 
of issues of the periodicals attest, was intended to 
cover the needs of the multicultural, multilingual 
and multifaith Mediterranean port, the population 
of which in the mid-nineteenth century was, in the 
estimation of the publishers of the ‘νonianΖζee’, over 
60,000 Orthodox Christians, about 40,000 Muslims, 
15,000 Jews, 10,000 ∽rmenians, 7,000 Catholics, 
2,000 Protestants, a few from other religions, all in 

all some 140,000 souls. The foreign travellers of the period calculated the population of 
Smyrna as between 100,000 and 120,000 inhabitants.13 The Orthodox Greeks accounted for 
about half the total population of Smyrna, including its suburbs and environs. This Greek 
population gravitated towards this prominent commercial centre during the nineteenth 
century and comprised immigrants from Aegean islands, the Greek Mainland and the 
Anatolian heartland.14  

There is no information on the percentage of Turkish-speaking Orthodox Anatolians 
in the total Greek Orthodox Christian population of the city and its outskirts, just as there 
are no data on their provenance. Certainly, however, their number was not negligible, since 
‡isailidis published specially for them one newspaper and one periodical, which were no 

                                                      
12  See Christos Solomonidis, ‰ΖＫＮＳＶＹＰＶＪＷＨｂＦＨ. For the Press in Smyrna in the years immediately after, see 

-1938)  
13  ♭ｅＴＰＱＥΖ‡ＤＲＰＹＹＨΖ (Smyrna, 5 October 1850), no. 1, p. 2-3 and Christos Solomonidis, ４ＶΖ♯ＤＨＺＷＶΖＺＮＸΖ３ＳｉＷＴＮＸΖ

(1675-1922) [The Theatre of Smyrna (1675-1922)], Athens 1974, p. 17. See also Odysseas Lampsidis, ３ａＳＩＶＲＥΖ
ＹＺＮＴΖＶＰＱＶＴＶＳＰＱＥΖＭｅＥΖＺＮＸΖ３ＳｉＷＴＮＸΖＳＬＺＣΖＺＶΖΤά7Σ [Contribution to the Economic Life of Smyrna after 1870] (ed. 
Ariadni Razi), Athens, Kanaki, 2009, p. 59-60. 

14  μarisΖ ιxertżoglouΟΖ “φeconstitutingΖ ηommunityήΖ ηulturalΖ θifferentiationΖ andΖ νdentityΖ τoliticsΖ inΖ theΖ
ηhristianΖσrthodoxΖηommunitiesΖinΖtheΖπateΖσttomanΖera”ΟΖinΖρinaΖφożenΖΛedΡΜΟΖHomelands and Diasporas. 
Greeks, Jews and their Migration, London, I.B Tauris, 2008, p. 137-154. 
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less short-lived than other contemporary Smyrniot publications, Greek and foreign. An 
indicative sample for estimating the number of the Turcophone reading public is the 70 
Smyrniots and the 23 subscribers in neighbouring Kasamba, who are recorded in the pages 
of the Karamanli book ‡ＶａＺＬＴＬＩＣ Λρu―tenevaΟΖ 1άΧ6ΜΟΖ asΖ purchasingΖ aboutΖ ΦΣΣΖ copiesΡΖ ψheΖ
number of Turkish-speaking subscribers in the Smyrna area points to a considerable public 
for the period. Publication of Karamanli books in Smyrna had commenced in 1836. Apart 
from ‡ＶａＺＬＴＬＩＣ (1836), which was an anthology of excerpts from Greek books on morality, 
arithmetic, physics, geography and other sciences, translated into Turkish by Moses from 
Adana, MＶａＱＨＺＺＤＸ ４ＬＩＨＷＰｃＬＴＦＴ ＳＶａｃＺＨＹＨＷＥ (Synopsis of Sacred History, by questions and 
answers) was published too, which had first circulated in Greek in 1835.15 In 1843 the Church 
Missionary Society printed ４ＭＣＴΖ４ＬｂＺＰＹＦΖ in Smyrna at the press of William Griffith16, while 
one year later, in 1844, Evangelinos Misailidis published ‰ＹＺＮＱＫＣｂΖ(A collection of texts on 
the various sciences) and ‰ＷｂＨＴＨＳＤ (Book of various knowledges) in 1846. But the Karamanli 
religious books published under the auspices of missionaries in the decades 1830-1850, in 
Athens and Syros, were intended primarily for the Turkish-speaking populations of the 
vilayet ofΖ εydinΡΖ ψheΖ missionaries‖Ζ interestΖ inΖ proselytiżingΖ thisΖ sectionΖ ofΖ theΖ λreekΖ
Orthodox community is obvious.17  

It was only natural that the Greek Orthodox community, part of the complex mosaic of 
Smyrniot society, was subject to the influences of the economic, social and cultural ferment 
in the largest port of the Eastern Mediterranean, which had attracted diverse populations.18  

                                                      
15  Sévérien Salaville & Eugène Dalleggio, Karamanlidika, t. I (1584–1850), no 75. For the Greek edition see D. S. 

Guinis – V. G. Mexas, ιＲＲＮＴＰＱ畏Ζ∝ＰＩＲＰＶＪＷＨｂίＨΖΤάΣΣ-1863. εＴＨＪＷＨｂＥΖＺｅＴΖＱＨＺＣΖＺＮＴΖｃＷＶＴＰＱＥΖＺＨύＺＮＴΖπＬＷίＶＫＶＴΖｈπＶａΖ
Ｋ異πＶＺＬΖ ＬＲＲＮＴＰＹＺＦΖ ＬＱＫＶＯ為ＴＺｅＴΖ ＩＰＩＲίｅＴΖ ＱＨＰΖ ＬＴＺύπｅＴΖ ＬＴΖ Ｊ為ＴＬＰ [Greek Bibliography 1800-1863. Record of the 
books and printed matter in general published in Greek anywhere during this period] Athens 1939, vol. I 
(1800-1άΧέΜΟΖnＶΡΖΦ577Ρ 

16  Evangelia Balta, Karamanlidika, Nouvelles additions et compléments, I, Athens, Centre for Asia Minor Studies, 
1997, no. 12. 

17  φichardΖηloggΟΖ“ψheΖκoundationΖofΖtheΖχmyrnaΖζibleΖχocietyΖΛ1ά1άΜ”ΟΖ‡ＰＱＷＨＹＰＨＺＰＱＣΖ７ＷＶＴＰＱＣΖXIV (1970), p. 
31-4έίΖidemΟΖ“ςotesΖonΖsomeΖοaramanliΖζooksΖτrintedΖbeforeΖ1ά5έΖnowΖinΖζritishΖπibrariesΟΖwithΖparticularΖ
referenceΖ toΖ theΖζibleΖψranslationsΖ ofΖ theΖζritishΖ andΖ κoreignΖζibleΖ χociety”ΟΖ‡ＰＱＷＨＹＰＨＺＰＱＣΖ ７ＷＶＴＰＱＣΖXIII 
(1967), p. 521-56ΧΖ andΖ idemΟΖ “ψheΖ τublication and Distribution of Karamanli Texts by the British and 
κoreignΖζibleΖχocietyΖbeforeΖ1ά5Σ”ΟΖτartsΖνΖandΖννΟΖξournalΖofΖιcclesiasticalΖμistoryΖόνόΟΖnosΖ1ΖandΖΦΖΛ1έ6άΜΟΖ
p. 57-81 and 171-193. All these studies are republished in: Richard CloggΟΖ νΖ οath’imasΖ Anatoli: Studies in 
Ottoman Greek History, Analecta Isisiana LXXVII, Istanbul, The Isis Press, 2004.  

18  The bibliography on the history of Smyrna in the first half of the 19th century is enormous. I confine 
myself to noting some doctoral dissertations: Marie-Carmen Smyrnellis, Une société hors de soi. Identités 
et relations sociales à Smyrne aux XVIIIe et XIXe siècle, Paris (EHESS), 2000, which was published under 
the same title as a book by Peeters Editions in 2005; Sibel Zandi-Sayek, Public Space and Urban Citizens: 
Ottoman Izmir in the Remaking, 1840-1890, University of California, Berkeley 2001 and Vangelis Constantinos 
Kechriotis, The Greeks of Izmir at the End of the Empire. A Non-Muslim Ottoman Community between Autonomy 
and Patriotism, University of Leiden 2005, which include the bibliography relating to the period. For the 
presence and activity of the missionaries in Smyrna, the impact they had and the reactions they 
provoked, see the published thesis by Pavlina Nasioutzik, ∽ＳＬＷＰＱＨＴＰＱＣΖＶＷＣＳＨＺＨΖＹＺＮΖ３ＳｉＷＴＮΖＺＶＴΖΤέＶ ＨＰｊＴＨΡΖ‰Ζ
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We should remember that from the late eighteenth until the early nineteenth century 
the Greek Orthodox community of Smyrna was shaken by conflicts between its component 
social groups. In the late eighteenth century the merchants had succeeded in limiting the 
jurisdictions of the local Church and had tried to extricate themselves from its tutelage of 
community affairs, giving rise to explosive situations and even riots between supporters and 
opponents of the Enlightenment, as the enmity was transferred also into ideological fields.19 
A direct outcome of these events was the closure of the Grammar School (Philologikon 
λymnasionΜΖ inΖ 1ά1έΖ andΖ theΖhegemonyΖofΖ theΖ ιvangelicalΖ χchoolΖ inΖ theΖ city‖sΖ educationalΖ
affairs. The cosmopolitan character of Smyrna, with the presence of the European 
commercial enclaves and their western lifestyle, and the activity of missionaries in the 
sectors of education and publishing, played a decisive role in the transfusion of modernist 
ideas. It is not accidental that the first Greek newspaper in Smyrna, ６ＦＲＶＸΖＺｅＴΖ¶ＤｅＴ (Philos 
ton Neon = Friend of the Youngsters), was published by American missionaries.  

In 1836 there was a new pretext for ideological and social opposition in the Greek 
community. Cause of this clash was the activity of Protestant missionaries in the city, who, 
with their enlightenment ideas, posed a threat to the Orthodox Church and the conservative 
strata of the community. Proselytism was employed and promoted in order to curb the 
modernist ideology that the missionaries spread in Smyrniot society and which concerned 
the translation of the Scriptures, the need to educate the clergy, the change in the 
educational system.20 The popular masses, manipulated, became the bastion of reaction and 
causedΖ theΖ dismissalΖ ofΖ modernistΖ teachersΖ accusedΖ ofΖ beingΖ ―πutheran-ηalvinist‖ΟΖ theΖ
excommunication of intellectuals such as Ioannis Isidoridis-Skylitzis, the suspension of 
operation of foreign schools and publications, the inauguration of the circulation of 
newspapersΟΖsuchΖasΖρΡΖοlados‖sΖ♭ｅＴＰＱｈＸΖ１ＨＷＨＺＮＷＮＺＥＸ (Ionikos Parateretes = Ionian Observer), 
to combat Protestantism and the missionaries.  

So, we observe that in cosmopolitan Smyrna the differentiation between the strata of 
the Greek population, which of necessity placed them in antagonistic groups, was not 
limited only to the economic and social sphere. There was a clear division also at the 
ideological level, between the upper echelons, the merchants, who were the conscious 
disseminators of enlightenment, and the lower classes of the urban populace, labourers and 
tradesmen, which kept close ties with the Church.  

                                                                                                                                                                       
ＹａＴＣＴＺＮＹＮΖ ＺＮＸΖ ＨＪＪＲＶＹＨＵｅＴＰＱＥＸΖ ＹＱＤｄＮＸΖ ＳＬΖ ＺＮＴΖ ＬＲＲＮＴＰＱＥΖ [American Visions in 19th century Smyrna. The 
encounter of Anglosaxon with Greek thought], Athens, Hestia, 2002. 

19  Stamatis Karatzas, ３ＳｉＷＴＮＸΖ ４ＷＨＪｅＫＦＬＸΟΖ ∫ｉＶΖ ＨＴＤＱＫＶＺＨΖ πＶＰＥＳＨＺＨΟΖ ＹｃＬＺＰＱＣΖ ＳＬΖ ＺＨＷＨｃＤＸΖ ＹＺＮΖ ３ＳｉＷＴＮΖ ΛΤ7άάΟΖ ΤάΤΣΜ 
[Tragedies of Smyrna. Two unpublished poems on riots in Smyrna (1788-1810)], Athens, Centre for Asia 
ρinorΖχtudiesΟΖ1έ5άΖandΖτhilippeΖνliouΟΖ“πuttesΖsocialesΖetΖmouvementsΖdesΖπumièresΖàΖχmyrneΖenΖ1ά1έ”ΟΖ
Actes du Colloque Interdisciplinaire, Bucharest, A.I.E.S.E.E. 1975, p. 295-315. Paschalis Kitromilides, 
“♭ＫＬＶＲＶＪＰＱＤＸΖＹａＴＤπＬＰＬＸΖＺＮＸΖＱＶＰＴｅＴＰＱＥＸΖＫＰＨＳＣｃＮＸΖＹＺＮΖ３ＳｉＷＴＮΖ Λ1άΣέ-1ά1ΣΜ”Ζ [νdeologicalΖηonsequencesΖofΖ
Social Conflict in Smyrna, 1809-1810], ∫ＬＲＺＦＶΖ♪ＤＴＺＷＶａΖ‡ＰＱＷＨＹＰＨＺＰＱＰＱｊＴΖ３πＶａＫｊＴ 3 (1982), p. 9-39. 

20  Pavlina Nasioutzik, p. 234 ff. 
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Evangelinos Misailidis, with his newspaper １ＬＲＹＨＷＤＺ ＰＲ ‡ＨＹＷＦＱ Λ∝iΚl-iwaretiΚl-‡awrıkΜΖ
and his periodical ‡ＬＱＺＬπＶｉＲ ６ＬＴＴＶｉＴＰ ‡ＬＹＷＮＱＥ addressed these lower and primarily 
Turkish-speaking Orthodox Greeks of Smyrna, and through them the corresponding 
inhabitants of the Asia Minor hinterland. The Turkish-speaking Orthodox Christians of 
Smyrna were none other than labourers in various factories, porters in the harbour and the 
marketplace, petty tradesmen and artisans, the people of the esnafs ΛguildsΜΡΖ ρisailidis‖sΖ
orientation towards the population of Anatolia also becomes clear from the titles of the two 
publications, in which the word ρawrık (= Orient) predominates. It was this part of the Greek 
Orthodox community that he undertook to enlighten with his Karamanli publications, which 
partly because it was Turkish-speaking, was excluded from the intellectual revival taking 
place in Smyrna, the crossroad of West and East.   

Evangelinos Misailidis, graduate of the Evangelical School and pupil of Kairis, followed 
the publishing policy of the Protestants and it is no coincidence that his model was the 
Protestant magazine Apotheke ton Ophelimon Gnoseon (Repository of Useful Knowledge). Like 
the Protestants, he published in the language of the people, launching the circulation of 
♪aramanlidika publications and acknowledging the need for regularly informing the 
Turkish-speaking Orthodox both of events in the Empire and of progress in Europe. The 
American consul in Smyrna, Andrew J. Stevens (1865-1866), notes in one of his reports that 
the Greek peasants on the outskirts of Smyrna were using modernized European farming 
methods, in contrast to the Turks, who were continuing practices from past centuries.21 And, 
of course, informing the Greeks through printed matter contributed to this. It is no accident 
that the pages of ρisailidis‖Ζperiodical hosted texts relating to agricultural and stock-raising 
tasks.  

It was in the dynamic centre into which Smyrna had evolved by the mid-nineteenth 
century, with changes in its social, economic and cultural life, which swept along the Greek 
element too, that the Karamanli periodical ‡６‡ was born.  

 

The Structure of the Periodical 

♭ΡΖψitleΖandΖaimsΖ 
The title ‡ＬＱＺＬπＶｉＲΖ ６ＬＴＴＶｉＴＰΖ ‡ＬＹＷＮＱＥ, in other words School of Oriental Knowledge, is an 
indication of the position and orientation of the journal. It reveals its educational nature and 
theΖ publisher‖sΖ intentΖ toΖ disseminateΖ knowledgeΖ toΖ theΖ ψurkophoneΖ σrthodoxΖ εnatolianΖ
reading public. At the same time though, his intention to present Oriental culture to 
Western-orientated Smyrna is all too evident.22 The cover of the bound journal, as it was 
available after the cessation of circulation,23 features a gravure print depicting a schoolroom 
                                                      

21  ψhisΖinformationΖisΖdrawnΖfromΖtheΖdoctoralΖthesisΖofΖσnurΖοınlıΟΖΤέΖώüzyıl’daΖεmerikaΖζirlewikΖθevletleri’ninΖ
İzmir’dekiΖοonsoloslukΖκaaliyetleriΟΖιgeΖÜniversitesiΟΖİżmirΖΦΣΣέΟΖpΡΖ170. 

22  See for example, the essay on Oriental music (Rehnüma-yıΖİlm-ıΖρusiki-iΖρawrıkîΜ.  
23  If the contents of the journal are compared with those of the book ‰ＹＺＮＱＫＣｂ issued in 1844, one can see 

that the body of the periodical ‡６‡Ζcould well function as a book of varied material. Some of Evangelinos 
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with the pupils and their teachers.24 The illustration symbolizes the educational role the 
journal wishes to play and the subtitle on the cover makes this role even clearer: ∬ＲΖＱＰＺＣπＰΖ
ＳＶａＺＭＬＲＲＣＰΖＭＰｃＦＴ (= Book to illuminate the spirit).  

Addressing his readers at the launch of the first issue, Evangelinos Misailidis states 
that the reason for the publication of the journal is no other than the diffusion of 
knowledge, the most valuable asset in the world, and refers to the material to be found in his 
journalΡΖ “νnΖ theΖ σttomanΖ ιmpireΟΖ thanksΖ toΖ theΖ progressiveΖ sultanΖ εbdülmecidΟΖ whoΖ
continued the reformΖpolicyΖimplementedΖbyΖhisΖfatherΖρahmudΖννΟ”ΖιvangelinosΖρisailidisΖ
pointsΖ outΟΖ “importantΖ stepsΖ hadΖ beenΖ takenΖ towardsΖ ϋesternΖ culturalΖ modelsΖ withΖ theΖ
foundingΖ ofΖ schoolsΖ suchΖ asΖ λalatasayΖ ψıbbıyesiΖ orΖρekteb-i Harbiye, as well as with the 
establishmentΖofΖnumerousΖschoolsΖthroughoutΖtheΖempire”ΡΖμeΖannouncesΖthatΖtheΖissuesΖofΖ
the journal will contain articles on the universe, geography, medicine, oneiromancy, 
commerce, stock-raising and farming, even chemistry, so as to inform readers of the 
progress being made in all sectors of science and culture in Europe.  

Misailidis moves with the times, during which both in Europe and by imitation, in 
Greece, an attempt was made to popularize knowledge and distribute circulars containing 
knowledge on various fields. Indeed on looking through the material in the journal, one can 
see the great variety of subjects it contains. Its pages include anything from recipes for 
sweets and advice to farmers up to scientific articles, travel features, poetry, articles of 
religious content, literature, etc. Besides throughout the 19th century the need for a general 
education was promoted. Useful and beneficial knowledge is that which brings 
enlightenment and helps people partake of new ideas.  

‡６‡Ζis a compiled journal intended for families. It basically draws on the Apotheke ton 
Ophelimon Gnoseon, as stated in the announcement we cited from the Ephemeris tes Smyrnes. 
This Protestant journal that was first issued in Smyrna in January 1837, suspending 
circulation in December 1844, was a milestone in the history of Greek journals and was 
imitated by many.25 Most of the material in ‡６‡ is comprised of short texts that provide the 
reader with information on a variety of topics, yet there are also long texts which follow on 
through 2-3 issues.  

Misailidis, a graduate of the Evangelical School,26 which at that time was controlled by 
the ecclesiastical circle of the Metropolis of Smyrna, does not hesitate to borrow articles 
                                                                                                                                                                       

Misailidis‖s later publications were such as regards content; see ４ＬＩＨＷＰｃＣＺＮ ‡ＶａＺＬＲＬＩＩＦＴ (1851), 
‡ＶａＺＬＴＬＩＩＤ (1864). See Sévérien Salaville & Eugène Dalleggio, t. I♭ (1851–1865), no. 117 and no. 147. 

24  The print is from the pictures in the ∽πＶＯＥＱＮ ＺｅＴ ΩｂＬＲＦＳｅＴ ∵ＴｊＹＬｅＴ and illustrates the article “ψheΖ
schoolsΖofΖτrussia”ΟΖseeΖnoΡΖΦΦΖΛσctΡΖ1άΧάΜΟΖpΡΖ156Ρ 

25  For the periodical ∽πＶＯＥＱＮ ＺｅＴ ΩｂＬＲＦＳｅＴ ∵ＴｊＹＬｅＴΟΖ seeΖ οonstantinosΖ τΡΖ θemertżisΟΖ “‡ＰＱＷＨＹＰＨＺＰＱＥΖ
∝ＰＩＲＰＶＪＷＨｂＦＨ ∫΄. ４Ｖ πＬＷＰＶＫＰＱｈＴ ∽πＶＯＥＱＮ ＺｅＴ ΩｂＬＲＦＳｅＴ ∵ＴｊＹＬｅＴ [Bibliography on Asia Minor, Part IV΄. 
The periodical Apotheke ton Ofelimon Gnoseon]", ‡ＰＱＷＨＹＰＨＺＰＱＣΖ７ＷＶＴＰＱＣΖ14 (1970), p. 371-515 and Martha 
Karpozilou, ４Ｈ ＬＲＲＮＴＰＱＣ ＶＰＱＶＪＬＴＬＰＨＱＣ ｂＰＲＶＲＶＪＰＱＣ πＬＷＰＶＫＰＱＣ [Greek family literary journals, (1847-1900)], 
Ioannina, University of Ioannina, 1991, p. 77-83. See also Pavlina Nasioutzik. 

26  For the Evangelical School, see Matthaios Paranikas, ♭ＹＺＶＷＦＨ ＺＮＸ ∬ａＨＪＪＬＲＰＱＥＸ ３ｃＶＲＥＸ ＺＮＸ ３ＳｉＷＴＮＸ ＬＱ ＺｅＴ 
πＮＪｊＴ ＹａＴＺＨｃＯＬＦＹＨ [History of the Evangelical School of Smyrna compiled from sources], Athens 1885 and 
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from the Protestant journal, which he believes will benefit the reading public of Orthodox 
Turkophones. He also imitates the layout and often copies its illustrations, creating a 
periodical in the footsteps of the Apotheke ton Ophelimon Gnoseon by the Chiotis N. 
Petrokokkinos. As previously mentioned, it was the model for a plethora of other Greek 
periodicals for many years. Yet, as we shall see below, E. Misailidis also borrows from other 
sources, always Greek or Karamanli. He chooses texts from books and the modern press.27 
Only in a few cases does he admit to this borrowing. The practice can also be observed in 
19th-century Greek journals, which neglect to mention their source. The Apotheke, for 
example, which takes material from English and American periodicals, never refers to the 
original. Getting back to ‡６‡, on the occasions when we know the original text, we see that 
E. Misailidis presents a shortened form of it in his periodical and often adds his opinions 
either at the beginning or the end of the article. The interweaving of original and translated 
material blurs the boundaries of translation, paraphrase or adaptation. The original texts in 
the periodical are few, except for the few gazels he publishes. The original texts include the 
essay on Oriental music (Rehnüma-yıΖ İlm-ıΖρusiki-iΖρawrıkî) and texts in which Evangelinos 
Misailidis expresses his opinion, namely the preface announcing the aims and material in 
the journal or corresponding texts in which he comments on current views concerning how 
Asia lags behind Europe. Such texts provide the ideological position of the periodical.  

νnΖsuchΖaΖtextΖentitledΖ“εvrupaΖileΖεnadolu‖nunΖκarkı”ΖΛψheΖdifferenceΖbetweenΖιuropeΖ
andΖεsiaΜΖιvangelinosΖ‡isailidisΖarguesΖthatΖtheΖmoderniżationΖofΖlifeΖforΖιuropeansΖcannot 
beΖ confusedΖ withΖ thatΖ knownΖ asΖ “culture”Ζ andΖ thatΖ theΖ εnatolianΖ cannotΖ beΖ consideredΖ
uncultured just because he is not surrounded by theatres, factories, he does not have roads, 
telegraphs, trains, modern steamships. The author keeps pointing to the supposed 
differencesΖbetweenΖιuropeanΖandΖιasternΖculturesΖwhileΖcriticiżingΖιuropeans‖ΖperceptionsΖ
of Asia and its people (p. 49-50). The fact that they are poor, he argues, does not mean that 
they are uncultured. Referring in particular to the inhabitantsΖofΖεsiaΖρinorΟΖheΖ―admits‖ΖthatΖ
εnatolianΖpeopleΖareΖnotΖasΖ―civiliżed‖ΖΛurbaniżedΜΖasΖιuropeansΟΖbutΖheΖseemsΖconfidentΖthatΖ
his peopleΖ willΖ walkΖ alongΖ theΖ sameΖ pathΖ ofΖ moderniżationΖ andΖ ―progress‖Ζ underΖ theΖ
indispensableΖleadershipΖofΖ―χultanΖεbdülażiżΖμanΖιfendimiż‖ΟΖandΖstressesΖyetΖagainΖhisΖfaithΖ
in the Tanzimat.  

∬ΡΖ‡isailidisΖrepliesΖwithΖthisΖtextΖtoΖpublicationsΖofΖtheΖtimeΖthatΖspokeΖunfairlyΖandΖ
insultingly of the superiority of the West over the East, as shown by the following quotation 
from an article in the Apotheke: “κromΖ theΖμindu‖sΖweaving-mill to steam-powered looms. 
From the sundial to the marine chronometer, from the Chinese ship to the triremes of Great 
Britain, what a difference, how far apart they are! And if we turn our attention to the Fine 
εrtsΟΖwhatΖaΖdifferenceΖthereΖisΖbetweenΖτhidias‖ΖZeusΖand a Hindu painting, the Parthenon 
andΖ anΖ νndianΖ templeΟΖ φaphael‖sΖ ―ψransfiguration‖Ζ andΖ aΖ ηhineseΖ τicture”Ρ28 Although the 

                                                                                                                                                                       
Zenovia Lithoxoou-Salata, ‰ ∬ａＨＪＪＬＲＰＱＥ ３ｃＶＲＥ ＺＮＸ ３ＳｉＷＴＮＸ [The Evangelical School of Smyrna], Athens 
1959. 

27  The source of the original text is noted, when verified.  
28  ∽πＶＯＥＱＮΖΩｂＬＲＦＳｅＴΖ∵ＴｊＹＬｅＴΟΖnoΡΖ16ΖΛ∽prΡΖ1άΧάΜΟΖpΡΖ5άΡ 
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Eurocentric outlook had been shaken in the mid-18th century in the West, when Voltaire 
dicovered the major civilizations of Asia and China in particular (ιssaiΖsurΖlesΖmœursΖetΖlΚespritΖ
des nations, 1756), it appears however that the perception of the superiority of Western 
cultureΖcontinuedΖtoΖprevailΖ inΖpeople‖sΖminds29 or at least in the Protestant periodicals of 
the time, in which progress is interpreted as the result of Christianity. 

νΖ alsoΖ thinkΖ thatΖ ρisailidis‖Ζ textΖ criticiżesΖ χmyrniotΖ societyΖ whichΖ wasΖ orientatedΖ
towards the West and Western cultural models, which it overestimated. He himself believed 
in and respected Anatolian culture and its people and he proves this in the pages of the 
periodical ‡６‡ through which he promotes this culture, while at the same time trying, as a 
devotee of the Enlightenment and supporter of Tanzimat, to introduce his fellow Anatolians 
to the achievements of science, promoting the need for education and for establishing 
schools.  

 

♭♭ΡΖψheΖcirculationΖ 
A total of 9 issues were circulated, from 20 September 1849 to 2 April 1850, in quarto format 
and with 16 pages per issue. It was two-columned, with continuous page numbering and was 
printedΖinΖςikolaosΖχtamenis‖Ζprinting-house.30 We know little about the circulation of this 
journal. None of the 9 issues bears a price. Only the notice in the Ephemeris tes Smyrnes tells 
us the price and where it was distributedΖ atΖ theΖ timeΖ ofΖ itsΖ publicationΖ inΖ 1ά4έΡΖ “ψheΖ
periodical is called ‡ＬＱＺＬπＶｉＲΖ６ＬＴＴＶｉＴＰΖ‡ＬＹＷＮＱＥΟΖ itΖcostsΖ6ΣΖkuruwΖforΖχmyrnaΖresidentsΟΖ75Ζ
kuruwΖforΖsubscribersΖoutsideΖχmyrnaΡΖνtΖisΖsoldΖatΖοΡΖςΡΖχtamenis‖ΖbookshopΖandΖinΖνstanbulΖ
at Messrs. I. LazaridisΖandΖθΡΖόenis”ΡΖ 

κromΖoccasionalΖnotesΖmadeΖbyΖ‡isailidisΖonΖtheΖpagesΖofΖtheΖjournalΟΖweΖknowΖthatΖitsΖ
publication depended on subscribers. In the 3rd issue he appeals to local correspondents of 
theΖjournalΖtoΖwriteΖdownΖsubscribers‖ΖnamesΖandΖstates that in the 4th issue he will publish 
the names of Smyrniot subscribers to ‡６‡, although he never did31. So the number and 
names of subscribers remains a mystery, just as nothing is known about the distribution and 
spread of the journal in places outside Smyrna and Istanbul. It is obvious though that the 
journal had financial problems from the late payment of subscriptions, as can be seen from 
an announcement made by the publisher with which he concludes the 5th issue. He appeals 
to subscribers in Istanbul and inland Asia Minor to pay their subscriptions.32  

                                                      
29  See Jochen Schlobach, La découverte des cultures au XVIIIe siècle, Athens, National Hellenic Research 

Foundation, 1997. 
30  The printing press is noted on the last page of issue 5: ３ＳａＷＫＤ ∫ＬＷＩＦＸ ＶＪＲＶｉ ７ＨＴＮＴＫＤ, ¶ＰＱｈＲＨＶＸ ３ＺＨＳＤＴＮＸ 

４ＨπｃＨＴＬＹＰＴＫＤ ΛİżmirdeΟΖθerviwΖo:luΖμanındaΟΖςikolaosΖχtamenisΖψabhanesindeΜΡ 
31  ‡６‡, nＶ 3, p. 48. 
32  İwbuΖ5ΖςomeroΖcüzinΖbuΖanadekΖgecikdi:iΖ içindekiΖχalname-i ∬bediyetΖψarifalerininΖnazmiΖgücli:indenΖnew’etΖeylediΟΖ

bundanΖböyleΖvaktında ulawtırırızΡΖİslambol’daΖveΖεnadoluΖtaraflarındaΖbulunanΖgayretkewlerimizeΖricaΖederekΖ[γŞΖkiΖ
buΖanadekΖρekteb’inΖnısıfΖkıymetiniΖvermeyenlerΟΖvekillerimizΖmarifetiΖileΖirsalΖbuyuralar, see ‡６‡, nＶ 5, p. 80.   
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Following suspension of publication, the periodical, bound in a volume, continued to 
be sold in Istanbul and Smyrna, at least until 1854.33 ‡６‡Ζwent out of circulation in April 
1850. The final short issue, just 8 pages, which bears the same number as the previous one, 
begins with the publication of a petition to His Illustrious and Gracious Highness Halil Pasha 
Effendi34 concerningΖtheΖcreationΖandΖformationΖofΖtheΖ“ρerchantΖξournal”ΖunderΖtheΖnameΖ
of the School of Sciences (ρektebü’l-κünunΖnâmıΖileΖψüccarΖλazetesiΖîcadΖveΖinwâΖetmeklikΖhakkındaΖ
θevletlüΖ İnayetlüΖμalilΖτawaΖιfendimizΖμazretlerineΖ takdimΖeyledimizΖarzuhalΖ tesvididir). It is clear 
that his attempts to produce a new merchant journal with the name of his former 
publicationΖρektebü‖l-Fünun, did not prove successful, and in the same year he moved to 
Istanbul where he launched the publication of the Karamanlidika newspaper, ∽ＴＨＺＶＲＥ 
(Anatoli).  

From a document we discovered at the ζawbakanlıkΖσsmanlıΖεrwivi Λ∝０∽ΜΟΖweΖlearnΖwhyΖ
‡６‡ went out of circulation. Publication of the journal had to be suspended, as recorded in 
the document addressed to the muhassil of Smyrna, because it had not obtained the 
necessary licence required by the Sublime Porte (∝ab-i ∽li) for the issue of periodicals. We 
cite the document which bears the date 7 ‡uharremΖ1Φ66ΖΛΦΧΖ¶ovΡΖ1ά4έΜΡ35 

 

İżmirΖρuhassılınaΖ 
Fünûn-ıΖρawrikiyyeΖnâmıΖveΖψürkîü‖l-ibâre ve Rûmî hurûf ile ol tarafda birer 
risâleΖtab―ΖveΖnewrΖolunmakdaΖoldu:uΖmuahharanΖistihbârΖveΖbirΖnüshasıΖdahiΖ
ruΚyetΖ kılınmıwΖ olupΖma―lṭm-ıΖ sa―âdetleriΖ oldu:uΖ üżereΖρemâlik-i Mahrûsa-i 
vâhâneΚdeΖ buΖ makṭleΖ risâleΖ veΖ gażeteΖ veΖ jurnalΖ tab―Ζ veΖ newriΖ emelindeΖ
bulunanlarınΖ evvelΖ emirdeΖ taraf-ıΖ θevlet-iΖ εliyye‖denΖ istihsâl-i ruhsat 
eylemeleri lâzimeden ve nizâm-ıΖ usṭlΖ üΖ i―câbındanΖ oldu:unaΖ veΖ bunaΖ iseΖ
henüz Bâb-ıΖâli‖ninΖma―lṭmâtıΖolmadı:ınaΖmebniΚΖvusṭl-iΖhâlisânemiżdeΖiwΖbuΖ
risâleninΖmen‖-iΖtabΖuΖnewrineΖhimmetΖeylemeleriΖbâbındaΖwukkaΡ 
Fünûn-ıΖ ρawrikiyyeΖ nâmıΖ veΖ ψürki‖l-ibâre ve Rumca hurûf ileΖ İżmir‖deΖ
muahharanΖtab―ΖveΖnewrΖolunmaktaΖolanΖrisaleΖmen‖ΖolunmasınıΖmutażammınΖ
İżmirΖmuhassılınaΖemirnâmeΖısdarΖbuyrulmasıΡΖ 

 

♭♭νΡΖψheΖcontentsΖ 
Following this, reference is made to the contents of the journal, grouped according to topic. 
In the table of contents in the bound volume, the editor does not classify the material 
according to topic, he simply cites the titles of the articles, which in the appendix to the 
study were listed according to issue, written in Karamanlidika with their Turkish 
                                                      

33  See note 3 and 4. 
34 This was μalilΖ φıfatΖ τawaΟΖ seeΖ εliΖ ζirinciΖ ΙΖ εΡψΡεlkanΟΖ "μalilΖ φıfatΖ τawa‖nınΖ μayatıΟΖ ιserleriΟΖ vahsiyeti"ΟΖ

Cumhuriyet Üniversitesi Fen-Edebiyat Fak. Sosyal Bilimler Dergisi 7 (1986), p. 97-119. 
35  ∝０∽, HR.MKT 28/70 (1266 M 7).  
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transliteration and English translation following in brackets. Observing the thematic 
categories of 19th century journals, the material in ‡６‡ was arranged in sections, which 
however did not always satisfy the strict criteria defined by their titles. For example, an 
article on a current issue, such as the earthquake that occurred in Smyrna on 31 March 1850, 
could well be classified in the section on natural and applied sciences, as it included an 
analysis of the natural phenomenon of earthquakes and advised people not to panic when 
reading almanacs and other popular publications that forewarned of earthquakes and floods 
(p. 127-128). 

- Natural and applied sciences   
- Encyclopedic knowledge 
- Ethics 
- Literature (poetry, prose, paralogotechnia) 
- Music   
- Delightful and beneficial (everyday topics, travel articles and texts on sacred geography) 
- Current affairs 
 

Natural and applied sciences   

1. Astronomy  

Under the title Felekât-i Devriya an article appears in instalments in the first three issues of 
the periodical on the celestial bodies that make up the universe (p. 12-13, 18-20, 37-39). The 
names of planets appear in Greek, Turkish or in both languages simultaneously. Information 
is given on the planets Mars, Venus, Earth, the sphere of the universe (Kürre-i Cihan), and 
horoscopes are listed under their Persian and Greek names. The third issue includes 
information on the minor planets Vesta, Juno, Ceres, Pallas and Oriani, which had been 
discovered during the first decades of the first 19th century, and on their distances from the 
sun, their size, etc. as well as explaining lunar eclipses. We do not know the source of the 
texts, although pages with similar content also appear in the Apotheke.36  

ψhereΖ isΖ similarΖ materialΖ onΖ calendarsΡΖ ωnderΖ theΖ titleΖ “φużname-iΖ ιbediyet” and 
“χalname-iΖ ιbediyet”Ζ anΖ impressiveΖ full-length informative account appears on different 
time-keeping traditions among the Ancient Greeks, Ancient Egyptians, Persians, Latins, 
Chineses, Rum Orthodoxes, Ottomans, etc. (p. 53-55). Calculations and information follow 
about solar cycles (devr-iΖ wemsiye) and lunar cycles (devr-i mahiye) and by using concrete 
                                                      

36  See in ∽πＶＯＥＱＮ ＺｅＴ ΩｂＬＲＦＳｅＴ ∵ＴｊＹＬｅＴ the following articlesήΖ“‰ ＹＬＲＥＴＮ”Ζ[The moon], no. 5 (May 1837), p. 
6έίΖ “１ＬＷＦ ＱＶＳＮＺｊＴ”Ζ [On cometsŞΟΖ noΡΖ 7Ζ ΛξulyΡΖ 1άΧ7ΜΟΖ pΡΖ 1Σ4ίΖ “１ＬＷＦ ＶＰＱＰＹＳＶｉ ＺｅＴ πＲＨＴＮＺｊＴ”Ζ [On the 
settlement of the planets], no. 24 (Dec. 1838), p. 191-1έΦίΖ“０Ｐ ｂＣＹＬＰＸ ＺＮＸ ＹＬＲＥＴＮＸ”Ζ[Lunar phases], no. 29 
(May 1839), p. 71-7ΦίΖ“４Ｈ ＺＮＲＬＹＱＶπＰＱＣ ｂＨＰＴｈＳＬＴＨ”Ζ[Telescopic phenomena], no. 51 (‡ar. 1841), p. 45-46; 
“３ｉＳＳＰＱＺＨ πＬＷＦ ＺｅＴ ＤＷＪｅＴ ＺＮＸ ｂｉＹＬｅＸ”Ζ[ρiscellaneousΖonΖtheΖworkΖofΖnatureŞΟΖnoΡΖ6ΦΖΛκebΡΖ1ά4ΦΜΟΖpΡΖΦέίΖ
“０Ｐ ＱＶＳＥＺＨＰ”Ζ[The comets], no. 76 (∽pr. 1843), p. 49-5ΣίΖ“０ ∇ＲＰＶＸ”Ζ[The Sun], no. 77 (May 1843), p. 69-70; 
“１ＬＷＦ ＺＶａ πＲＨＴＥＺＶａ ♪ＷｈＴＶａ”Ζ [On the planet Saturn], no. 78 (June 1843), p. 93-έ5ίΖ “１ＬＷＦ ＺＶａ πＲＨＴＥＺＶａ 
∫ＰｈＸ”Ζ[On the planet Jupiter], no. 79 (July. 1843), p. 110-111ίΖ“０ πＲＨＴＥＺＮＸ ∽ｂＷＶＫＦＺＮ”, [The planet Venus] 
no. 80 (Aug. 1843),  p. 115-116ίΖ“０ πＲＨＴＥＺＮＸ ΆＷＮＸ”Ζ[ψheΖplanetΖρarsŞΟΖnoΡΖάΦΖΛ０ct. 1843), p. 155-156.  
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examples, illustrations and tables (p. 65-71), the measurement of time based on the indiction 
is explained. It seems like the remarks about astronomic data are used mostly for religious 
and time-keeping purposes, detecting and preventing the overlapping of different religious 
festivals, as indicated for example in the subchapter τasha’nınΖrastΖoldu:uΖΦ5ΖgünlerinΖsebebiΖ(p. 
67ΜΡΖ∬vangelinosΖρisailidisΖprovidesΖtheΖcomputisticalΖformulaΖforΖcalculatingΖιasterΖΛpΡΖά5-
ά7ΜΖandΖ teachesΖhowΖ toΖ calculateΖ theΖdateΖofΖaΖ ξewishΖreligiousΖholidayΖςomikＶnΖκaskaΟΖasΖ
well as ways of finding the dates of Carnival, the beginning of the pre-Lenten period or All 
χaints‖Ζ θayΖ ΛpΡΖ άά-90). The article ends with a lesson, criticizing the superstitious beliefs 
which survive in some regions of Anatolia, such as for example about leap years: 
"Sometimes, in certain regions of Anatolia, we have noticed that a Bessextile year is 
considered cursed, and that, in the years when it occurs, it is inauspicious to marry, engage 
in trade, or begin a project. But they should come to understand that these sorts of notions 
are useless and reject them from now on". 

 

2. Arithmetic 
∬Ρ‡ΡΖpublishesΖaΖvulgariżedΖmathematicsΖarticleΖonΖtheΖdifferentΖpossibilitiesΖofΖcalculationsΖ
inΖ theΖ contextΖ ofΖ aΖ ―ahbabΖ meclisi‖Ζ ΛpΡΖ 77-79). Citing examples, he refers to the peculiar 
properties of some numbers that facilitate and permit certain artithmetic operations to be 
quickly conducted. When multiplying by 10, a zero simply needs to be added to the 
multipliable quantity, two zeros when multiplying by 100, etc. Just as when a number is to 
be multiplied by 5, it is easier to divide its tenfold by 2. Similar articles can also be found in 
the Apotheke.37 Texts teaching Arithmetic, a decade before, are included in the Karamanlidika 
book Mouteneva by Moses of Adana.38 

 

3. Medicine 

‡６‡ also contains medical topics (p. 4, 19, 39-40) modelled on European journals, which 
provided information for the broad masses on the prevention and treatment of diseases, the 
implementation of scientific methods and new medications to treat diseases and plagues 
that were rife. It devotes pages to the cholera epidemic which broke out in 1847 in the 
σttomanΖ ιmpireΡΖ ψoΖ dealΖwithΖ thisΖ theΖ ηhiefΖ τhysicianΖ νsmailΖ τawaΖ publishedΖ aΖ pamphletΟΖ
translated into Greek a year later in 1848.39 Under the title Cholera Medication [Holera 
malicesiŞΖΛpΡΖέΜΟΖ‡isailidisΖrefersΖtoΖtheΖdiscoveryΖofΖmedicationΖforΖcholeraΖbyΖtheΖphysicianΖ
                                                      

37  See ∽πＶＯＥＱＮ ＺｅＴ ΩｂＬＲＦＳｅＴ ∵ＴｊＹＬｅＴ “１ＨＷＣＫＶＵＶＰ ＰＫＰｈＺＮＺＬＸ ＺＶａ ｃＨＷＨＱＺＥＷＶＸ έ”Ζ[Peculiar properties of the 
figure 9], no 3 (‡ar. 1837), p. 41 and "４Ｈ １ＬＷＦＬＷＪＨ ＺＮＸ ∽ＷＰＯＳＮＺＰＱＥＸ" [The Peculiarities of Arithmetic], no 
43 (July 1840), p. 105-106.  

38  ‡ＶａＺＬＴＬＩＣ…ΖΤάΦ6, p. 31-92. See Sévérien Salaville & Eugène Dalleggio, t. I (1584–1850), no. 74. 
39  Later in 1854, ∬. ‡isailidis drawingΖ onΖ theΖ textΖ byΖ νsmailΖ τawaΖ andΖ onΖ aΖ λreekΖ pamphletΖ Λ∫ＰＨＰＺＮＺＰＱＣ 

πＨＷＨＪＪＤＲＳＨＺＨ ＬＰＸ ｂｉＲＨＵＰＴ Ｈπｈ ＺＮＸ ｃＶＲＤＷＨＸ = Dietary Orders for Protection from Cholera) issued a small 
Karamanlidika book on cholera, see ∬vangeliaΖ ζaltaΟΖ “οaramanlidikaΖ ιditionsΖ onΖ ηholeraΖ ύearsΟΖ 1ά4ά-
1ά54”ΟΖ inΖ eademΟΖ Beyond the Language Frontier. Studies on Karamanlidika Printing, Istanbul, The Isis Press, 
2010, p. 193-205. 
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Don Petro Vasquez in 1833. This is followed by the formula and how to take the medication, 
while the 2nd issue provides instructions on the use of ceric sulfate to prevent the epidemic 
(p. 21). No reference is made to the source from which it is drawn. Similar publications are 
to be found in the Smyrniot press of the time40. He was possibly aware of the 1848 
Karamanlidika edition, of which unfortunately no copy has been found for us to determine 
whether this article was actually based on the Karamanlidika edition.41 

φecogniżingΖtheΖvalueΖandΖeffectivenessΖofΖhomeΖmedicineΟΖ∬ΡΖ‡ΡΖpresentsΖinΖtheΖpagesΖ
of his journal the formulas he extracted – and it is one of the few times he states his source – 
from the book ３ａＲＲＶＪＥΖ ♭ＨＺＷＰＱｊＴΖ３ａＴＺＨＪｊＴ - Collection of Medical Formulas (Smyrna 1842) 
by the Smyrniot physician Galinos Klados, who was a professor at the Evangelical School in 
Smyrna42. The formulas are labelled in Turkish, Greek and Italian. The medical content of the 
journalΖ alsoΖ includesΖ instructionsΖ fromΖ theΖτarisΖ ―ρedicalΖεssociation‖ΖonΖ treatingΖwoundsΖ
caused by a rabid dog (p. 32), while it does not neglect to publish folk medical treatments, 
such as bloodletting using leeches (p. 8-9).  

 

Encyclopedic knowledge  

This particular section includes texts of educational and encyclopedic content. Under the 
titleΖ“μażine-iΖρarifet”ΖanΖarticleΖonΖgemmologyΖisΖpublishedΖinΖ4ΖinstalmentsΖΛpΡΖΦ-3, 24-25, 
40-41, 57-58) following the example of other Smyrniot journals.43 It begins with information 
on diamonds, their processing and their value throughout the world. Information follows on 
the different kinds of rubies and emeralds, as well as on other precious and semi-precious 
stones. There is a similar article on the gold mines in Southern California and the migration 
of would-be gold miners to the USA. Reference is made to the adventure of some 
schoolchildren from Smyrna who snuck onto a French ship to seek gold in America, yet were 
forced to return as the US Parliament had already passed a law prohibiting migrants to enter 
the state of Carolina (p. 9). The category of enlightening articles aimed at helping 
Turkophone Orthodox Christians to share in the achievements of science and technology 
includes articles such as that on the construction of the steamboat, its successful 
development by Robert Fulton (p. 8)44, on the revolutionary invention of the telegraph and 
how it worked. This section with its variety of informative material includes texts on the 
fleets of various nations in the world (p. 32) and on the population of various nations 
according to their religion (p. 127), the ecumenical councils, etc. 
                                                      

40  ∬ｂＮＳＬＷＦＸ ＺＮＸ ３ＳｉＷＴＮＸ (Friday 2 Sep. 1849) republishes a related article by Euterpe entitled “εnti-cholera 
treatment”Ρ 

41  Sévérien Salaville & Eugène Dalleggio, t. I (1584–1850), no 111. 
42  For Galinos Klados, see ‡atthaios Paranikas, ♭ＹＺＶＷＦＨ ＺＮＸ ∬ａＨＪＪＬＲＰＱＥＸ ＹｃＶＲＥＸ, p. 67. 
43  See for example in ∽πＶＯＥＱＮ ＺｅＴ ΩｂＬＲＦＳｅＴ ∵ＴｊＹＬｅＴ theΖ articleΖ “０ ＨＫＣＳＨＸ” [The diamond], no. 7 (July 

1837), p. 100-1Σ1Ζ andΖ correspondinglyΖ “１ＬＷＦ ＺＰＴｅＴ ＨＫＨＳＣＴＺｅＴ” [On certain diamonds], ６ＰＲＶＲＶＪＦＨΟΖ t. III 
(1843), p. 71-75. 

44 Clearly taken from the article in the ∽πＶＯＥＱＮ ΩｂＬＲＦＳｅＴ ∵ＴｊＹＬｅＴ “０ ＬｂＬａＷＤＺＮＸ ＺＶａ ＨＺＳｈπＲＶＰＶａ" [The 
inventor of the steamboat], no. 13 (Jan. 1838), p. 3-4. 
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E t h i c s  
 
ρ６‡Ζcontains two texts on Ethics. The first (p. 33-35), using quotations from the Holy Bible 
andΖ εncientΖ λreekΖ preceptsΖ onΖ upbringingΟΖ suggestsΖ thatΖ man‖sΖ goalΖ byΖ followingΖ theΖ
principles of Christianity and education, is as far as possible perfection. According to 
Misailidis, man must not embrace the doctrine Believe and do not inquire but instead Inquire 
and believe. The phrase captures most clearly the ideological position of the editor, as does 
the text which is actuated by the teachings of Christianity and the principles of 
Enlightenment on culture and education along the lines of the teachings of Neophytos 
Vamvas (1776-1855). According to Misailidis, Religion and Education (Mezhep ve Edep) 
constituteΖtheΖdipoleΖwhichΖshouldΖdefineΖρan‖sΖlifeΡΖμeΖdeclaresΖhimself to be a supporter of 
Tanzimat, the reform effort made by the Ottoman Empire towards progress, and finally an 
admirer of the innovator Sultan Abdülmecid, who aimed at modernizing his empire by 
applying the principles of Tanzimat, which is the era of Enlightenment. The second text on 
ιthicsΟΖpublishedΖinΖtwoΖissuesΟΖtheΖ6thΖandΖtheΖ7thΟΖunderΖtheΖtitleΖ“ηanaΖölümΖżuhurΖettiriciΖ
hatalarΖ veΖ afΖ olunmasıΖ mümkünΖ günahlar”Ζ ΛpΡΖ ά1-85, 97-101) copies the relevant chapter 
from the book by Gennadius Scholiarius, ∫ＰＫＨＹＱＨＲＦＨΖ ∬ａＹｉＴＶπＺＶＸΡΖ １ＬＷＦΖ ＺｅＴΖ ＯＨＴＨＹＦＳｅＴΖ ＱＨＰΖ
ＹａＪＪＴｅＹＺｊＴΖ ＨＳＨＷＺＮＳＣＺｅＴΖ [Precise doctrine on the difference between venial and mortal 
sins], which had been published in 1816 accompanied by the Turkish translation by 
Prokopios of the Holy Sepulchre from Sinasos.45  
 
L i t e r a t u r e   

Evangelinos Misailidis chooses to publish in his periodical stories from the book ∽ＷＨＩＰＱｈＴΖ
‡ａＯＶＲＶＪＰＱｈＴΖ １ＬＷＰＤｃＶＴΖ ∫ＰＮＪＥＹＬＰＸΖ ＱＨＰΖ ３ａＳＩＬＩＮＱｈＺＨΖ ＲＦＨＴΖ πＬＷＦＬＷＪＨΖ ＱＨＰΖ ｅＷＨＦＨ… ３ａＴＺＬＯＤＴΖ ＬＰＸΖ ＺＮＴΖ
∽ＷＨＩＰＱＥＴΖ∫ＰＣＲＬＱＺＶＴ ... The text, known as One Thousand and One Nights orΖ４heΖεrabianΖςights, a 
collection of stories of Oriental, Indo-persian and Arabic origin, was a huge and substantial 
editorial success throughout the Greek world and by the mid-19th century had been 
repeatedly published in Venice. We do not know which issue he drew on.46 In 1849, the year 
in which Misailidis published his periodical, The Arabian Nights was published yet again in 
Venice by Nikolaos Glykis. Misailidis appears to have drawn on the Greek version, as shown 
by the title Tevarihat-i Arabi (= ∽ＷＨＩＰＱｈＴΖ‡ａＯＶＲＶＪＰＱｈＴ). It must be pointed out that the first 
printed translation of the Arabian Nights in Turkish appears to have been undertaken by 
Ahmet Nazif, a poet and kadi during the period of sultan Abdulaziz. He had translated the 
first volume of the Arabian Nights in 1842,47 which Evangelinos Misailidis was probably 
aware of. 

                                                      
45 See Sévérien Salaville & Eugène Dalleggio, t. I (1584–1850), no. 53. 
46  On the fate of Greek versions of the ∽ＷＨＩＰＱｈＴΖ‡ａＯＶＲＶＪＰＱｈＴΟΖsee the prologue by Giorgos Kechayoglou, ４ＨΖ

πＨＷＨＳｉＯＰＨΖ ＺＮＸΖ ７ＨＲＰＳＣＸΟΖ ∽ＷＨＩＰＱｈＴΖ‡ａＯＶＲＶＪＰＱｈＴΖ [Stories of Chalimas. Arabian Nights], tΡΖ ♭ΟΖ εthensΟΖ ιrmisΟΖ
1988, p. 7-11. 

47  Hande A. Birkalan-λedikΟΖ “ψheΖ ψhousandΖ andΖ σneΖ ςightsΖ inΖ ψurkishΟΖ ψranslationsΟΖ εdaptationsΖ andΖ
νssues”ΟΖ inήΖThe Arabian Nights in Transnational Perspective, (ed.) Urlich Marzolph, Wayne State University 
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The stories from The Arabian Nights included in the periodical are in order of 
appearance as follows 48: 

- νntroductionΡΖψheΖstoryΖofΖςureddinΖvahΡΖχultanΖofΖνndiaΡ 49   
- The Fable of the Ass, the Ox and the Labourer.50  
- The Fable of the Dog and the Rooster. The story is included under the previous title51. 
- The Merchant and the Jinni52.  
- The history of the First Old Man and the Bitch53. 
- İkinciΖτirΖileΖρaymunΖveΖTilki. In Greek, French and English versions of One Thousand and 
σneΖςightsΖwhichΖweΖconsultedΟΖtheΖlistΖofΖstoriesΖincludesΖoneΖentitledΖ“ψheΖstoryΖofΖtheΖ
χecondΖσldΖρanΟΖandΖtheΖtwoΖblackΖθogs”Ρ 
- ４heΖstoryΖofΖtheΖκishermanΡ54 
- εcemΖ vahiΖ ileΖ θevranıΖ μekimin HikayesiΡΖ ψheΖ titleΖ inΖ theΖ λreekΖ versionΖ isήΖ “‰Ζ ＰＹＺＶＷＦＨΖ ＺＶａΖ
ＩＨＹＰＲＤｅＸΖ ＺｅＴΖ ∬ＲＲＥＴｅＴΖ ＱＨＰΖ ＺＶａΖ ＰＨＺＷＶｉΖ ∫ＶａＩＣＴ”Ζ [ψheΖ storyΖ ofΖ theΖ λrecianΖ οingΖ andΖ theΖ
Physician Duban].55  
- The story of the Young King of the Black-Isles.56 
 

Stories from The Arabian Nights were published in the first 5 issues of the periodical. In 
the final editorial note in the 5th issue, it is announced that in place of Chalimas in the 
followingΖ issueΟΖμeliodorus‖ΖAethiopica would be published. Theagenes and Chariclea, a work 
which, as noted, had been translated into all languages. Aethiopica was not published in the 
6th issue of the periodical, nor in the following ones. This story from the 3rd century AD, 
whose predominant theme was love and its main teaching the erotic faithfulness of the two 
heroes, Theagenes and Chariclea, had been published in free translation by Adamantios 
Korais in 1803 in Paris and in 1813 in Smyrna, where it was reissued in 1843. The 
Karamanlidika version translated by Evangelinos Misailidis was later published in 1851 in 
νstanbulΖatΖνoannisΖπażaridis‖Ζprinting-house.57  

                                                                                                                                                                       
Press 2007, p. 207. See the volume ζinbirΖ λece’yeΖ ζakıwlarΟΖ ΛedsΜΖ ρehmetΖ οalpaklıΖ ΙΖ ςeslihanΖ θemirkolΖ
χönmeżΟΖİstanbulΟΖψurkuażΖύayınlarıΟΖΦΣ1ΣΡ 

48  ρ６‡, p. 27-32, 44–48, 59-60, 60-64, 75-77. On p. 44 the chapter is entitled Tevarihat-i Arabî - Binbir Gece 
ρasallarıΡ 

49  νnΖtheΖλreekΖversionΟΖtheΖtitleΖofΖtheΖstoryΖisΖ“♭ＹＺＶＷＦＨΖＺＶａΖ３ＶｂＦΖ∽ｆＫＦＴΟΖＩＨＹＰＲＤｅＸΖＺＮＸΖ♭ＴＫＦＨＸ” [The story of 
wiseΖεidinΟΖ♪ingΖofΖνndiaŞΟΖseeΖ４ＨΖπＨＷＨＳｉＯＰＨΖＺＮＸΖ７ＨＲＰＳＣＸ, p. 7-16. 

50  ４ＨΖπＨＷＨＳｉＯＰＨΖＺＮＸΖ７ＨＲＰＳＣＸ, p. 16-22. 
51  ４ＨΖπＨＷＨＳｉＯＰＨΖＺＮＸΖ７ＨＲＰＳＣＸ, p. 19-22. 
52  ４ＨΖπＨＷＨＳｉＯＰＨΖＺＮＸΖ７ＨＲＰＳＣＸ, p. 22 onwards. 
53  ４ＨΖπＨＷＨＳｉＯＰＨΖＺＮＸΖ７ＨＲＰＳＣＸ, p. 26-29.  
54  ４ＨΖπＨＷＨＳｉＯＰＨΖＺＮＸΖ７ＨＲＰＳＣＸ, p. 32 onwards. 
55  ４ＨΖπＨＷＨＳｉＯＰＨΖＺＮＸΖ７ＨＲＰＳＣＸ, p. 36 onwards. 
56  ４ＨΖπＨＷＨＳｉＯＰＨΖＺＮＸΖ７ＨＲＰＳＣＸ, p. 49 onwards. 
57  S. Salaville and E. Dalleggio refer in their bibliographic entry to the tale of Chalimas being replaced by 

μeliodorus‖Ζ Aethiopica, which however did not make the pages of the periodical ‡６‡ but was only 
published independently, see Sévérien Salaville & Eugène Dalleggio, t. II (1851–1865), no. 117. 
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In the same note announcing the publication of the new story, he adds that they will 
also publish European stories in the future. Indeed from the 6th issue, for lack of other prose 
pieces, there are a great many more stories containing moral teachings or amusing texts, 
similar to those found in Greek and European periodicals of the era. Many of these texts are 
taken from the Apotheke, suchΖ asΖ “ψheΖ ψaleΖ ofΖ theΖ θervishΖ andΖ theΖ ηamel”Ζ ΛpΡΖ έ5-96).58 
Evangelinos Misailidis is forced to obey the dictates of the time. His Turkophone readers 
demand in place of The Stories of Chalimas, western stories, anecdotes or short light-hearted 
texts on curious facts from everyday life or unusual behaviour in human natüre.59 The 
dominance of Western culture influenced the Turkophone Orthodox Christians in the city, 
who fell in with the fashion of the era.   

Pages dedicated to poetry are few and with the exception of the hymn to the 
enthronement of sultan Abdülmecid,60 they contain traditional Anatolian poetry (gazel) 
written by KaramanlidikaΖfolkΖpoetsΟΖsuchΖasΖνspartalıΖΖχevdaîΖμacıΖεgapiosΡΖ 

 

M u s i c   

The study entitled Rehnümay-ıΖ İlm-ıΖρusikiΖρewrık [Guide to the Science of Oriental Music] 
appears on the first pages of ‡６‡Ζand can only be taken as a reaction to the predominance 
of western-style music in Smyrna, introduced and enforced by the presence of foreign 
communities and consulates. In a Smyrna revolving around western culture and music, 
Evangelinos Misailidis publishes in his periodical a study on Oriental secular music. Here it 
must be pointed out that during this time Greek and Karamanlidika publications on 
Anatolian music were available, containing theory and compositions 61. 

The essay in all the issues of ‡６‡ remains unsigned, but its author is undoubtedly 
ιvangelinos‖ΖbrotherΟΖρisailΖρisailidisΟΖwhoΖwasΖaΖcantorΖinΖtheΖchurchΖofΖχtΖτhoteineΖandΖaΖ
columnist on musical topics in the periodical and in the daily press in Smyrna and 
Constantinople. Misail Misailidis (1825?-1906), who studied under master musicians such as 
Theodore Phokaeus, returned to Smyrna in the early 1850s, clearly the time when he wrote 
the essay πＬＷＦΖ ∽ＹＰＨＺＰＱＥＸΖ ‡ＶａＹＰＱＥＸ (on Oriental Music) inΖ hisΖ brother‖sΖ periodicalΡΖ ‡isailΖ
                                                      

58  ∽πＶＯＥＱＮΖΩｂＬＲＦＳｅＴΖ∵ＴｊＹＬｅＴ, no. 31 (1839), p. 105-106. 
59  ‡６‡, p. 77: οusurΖ hikayeΖ veΖ nakliyetleriniΖ dahiΖ vakaΖ vasfΖ etmemizΖ lazımΖ idiΟΖ ammaΖ ekseriΖ gayretkewlerimizΖ

εvrupanınΖnev-icatΖhikayeΖveΖtevarihleriniΖewidipΖasnaΖolmaklı:aΖhevesΖetdiklerindenΖiçünΟΖψevarihat-ıΖεrabiΖnamΖileΖ
tercümeΖetti:izΖμalimeΖnakliyetleriniΖwimdilikΖicazetΖegledikΖveΖbundanΖsonraΖböyleΖgayretkewlerimizΖmemnunΖetmekΖ
içünΖεvrupaΖhikayelerineΖΛＨＴＤＱＫＶＺＨΜΖveΖnakliyetiΖψevarihelerineΖΛＳａＯＰＹＺＶＷＦＨΜΖmubaweretΖedece:iz…Ζ 

60  σnΖthisΖgenreΖofΖpoetryΟΖseeΖρatthiasΖοapplerΖΙΖχiaΖεnagnostopoulouΟΖ“ÅＥＺｅΖＭＥＺｅΖＶΖ３ＶａＲＺＣＴＶＸΖΖζinΖyawaΖ
τadiwahimiżήΖtheΖρillet-i Rum singing the praises of the Sultan in the framework of Helleno-σttomanism”ΟΖ
Archivum Ottomanicum 23 (2006), p. 47-78.  

61  Indicatively I refer to publications issued during this period: ∬ａＺＤＷπＮ [Euterpe] (1830), ∬ＷＳＮＴＬＦＨΖ ＺＮＸΖ
ＬＵｅＺＬＷＰＱＥＸΖＳＶａＹＰＱＥＸ [Interpretation of secular music] (1843), １ＨＴＫｊＷＨΖ [Pandora] (1843, 1846), ∬πＨＴＯＶｉＹＨ 
[Epanthousa] (1847), ♪ＨＲＲＰｈπＮΖ[Calliope] (1847), ∽ＷＳＶＴＦＨ [Harmony] (1848), ♪ＰＯＣＷＨ [Guitar] (1848), ‰ΖΩＷＨＦＨΖ
‡ＬＲπＶＳＤＴＮΖ[The beautiful Melpomene] (1849). For the anthologies, see Matthias Kappler, Türkischsprachige 
Liebeslyrik in griechisch-osmanischen Liedanthologien des 19. Jahrhunderts, Berlin, Klaus Schwarz Verlag, 2002. 
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‡isailidisΖ isΖ consideredΖ theΖ mainΖ representativeΖ ofΖ theΖ “χchoolΖ ofΖ χmyrna”Ζ withΖ radicalΖ
theoretical thought on the musicological issues of his time and innovative compositions62 
that included non-devotional works, some of which were incorporated into the ‡ＶａＹＰＱｈＴΖ
∽πＣＴＯＰＹＳＨ - ‡ＬＫＭＳＶａＣｆΖ‡ＨＱＨＳＣＺΖ(= Musical Anthology) issued by  brother Evangelinos in 1872 
at the printing-house of the Karamanli newspaper Anatoli.63  

The introductory part of the study published in ‡６‡Ζ(p. 5-7) refers to the contribution 
of music to the various cultures. The first sub-chapter concerns the saz, the santour and the 
tambur, the pandura or pandurida, as Kiltzanidis later notes.64 Following this, reference is 
made to the 16 perde, which allow for the correct performance of the 12 maqam, where 
there are 7 sounds (ώegâhΟΖεwîranΟΖεrakΟΖφastΟΖθügâhΟΖχegâhΟΖÇargâh). The second issue (p. 22-23) 
contains the picture of the neck of a saz with the perde, which is a copy of a similar picture 
from the work of Stefanos Michail Domestichos, (edited by Konstantinos Protopsaltis) 
∬ＷＳＮＴＬＦＨΖ ＺＮＸΖ ＬＵｅＺＬＷＰＱＥＸΖ ＳＶａＹＰＱＥＸΖ (1843) [Interpretation of  secular music] with certain 
additional details: in ‡６‡ to the left of the 21 perde, the corresponding western notes have 
been added (do, re, mi, fa, sol, la, si) and to the right, the phonemes in Byzantine ecclesiatical 
music that correspond to the perde (pa, vou, ga, de, ke, zo, ni).65 The article continues in the 

                                                      
62  See a brief biography of M. Misailidis in the study by Christos S. Solomonidis, ‰ΖＬＱＱＲＮＹＦＨΖＺＮＸΖ３ＳｉＷＴＮＸΖΛψheΖ

Church of Smyrna), Athens 1960, p. 62. M. Misailidis published a study entitled ¶ＤＶＴΖ ＯＬｅＷＮＺＰＱｈＴΖ
ＹａＴＺＶＳｊＺＨＺＶＴΟΖＥＺＶＰΖπＬＷＦΖＺＮＸΖＱＨＯ’ΖＮＳＣＸΖＬＱＱＲＮＹＰＨＺＰＱＥＸΖＱＨＰΖＨＷｃＨＦＨＸΖＬＲＲＮＴＰＱＥＸΖＳＶａＹＰＱＥＸΖａπｈΖ‡ＰＹＨＥＲΖ‡ＰＹＨＮＲＦＫＶａΟΖ
πＷｅＺＶｄＣＲＺＶａΖ ３ＳｉＷＴＮＸΟΖ ＳＬＺＣΖ πＶＲＲｊＴΖ ＳＶａＹＰＱｊＴΖ ＱＲＰＳＣＱｅＴΖ ＱＨＰΖ ＺＬＹＹＣＷｅＴΖ ＳＶＴＶｃｈＷＫｅＴΖ ＱＨＰΖ ＳＬＺＣΖ πＷＨＱＺＰＱＶｉΖ
ＳＤＷＶａＸΟΖ ΡΡΡΡΖ ＬＴΖ ∽ＯＥＴＨＰＸΖ ＬＵＬＫｈＯＮΖ ＨＴＨＲｊＳＨＹＰΖ ＺＶａΖ ＹａＪＪＷＨｂＤｅＸΟΖ ΤέΣΥ. Details on his contribution to matters 
concerning the musical scale, see Georgios Papadopoulos, ３ａＳＩＶＲＨＦΖ ＬＰＸΖ ＺＮＴΖ ＰＹＺＶＷＦＨＴΖ ＺＮＸΖ πＨＷ’Ζ ＮＳＦＴΖ
ＬＱＱＲＮＹＰＨＹＺＰＱＥＸΖ ＳＶａＹＰＱＥＸΖ ＱＨＰΖ ＶＰΖ ＨπｈΖ ＺｅＴΖ ＨπＶＹＺＶＲＰＱｊＴΖ ｃＷｈＴｅＴΖ ＣｃＷＰΖ ＺｅＴΖ ＮＳＬＷｊＴΖ ＮＳｊＴΖ ＨＱＳＣＹＨＴＺＬＸΖ
ＬπＰｂＨＴＤＹＺＬＷＶＰΖＳＬＲｅＫＶＦΟΖａＳＴＶＪＷＣｂＶＰΟΖＳＶａＹＰＱＶＦΖＱＨＦΖＳＶａＹＰＱＶＲｈＪＶＰ, in Athens, Printing-house and Bookshop of 
Kousoulinos and Athanasiadis, 1890 (phototypeset reprint, Koultoura publications, 1977), p. 444-448. Also 
see Nikolaos I. Andrikos, ‰ΖＬＱＱＲＮＹＰＨＹＺＰＱＥΖＳＶａＹＰＱＥΖＺＮＸΖ３ＳｉＷＴＮＸΟΖΤάΣΣ-1922 [Ecclesiastical music in Smyrna], 
Thessaloniki, Methexis Pub, 2011 (publication of his doctoral thesis, ‰Ζ ＬＲＲＮＴＰＱＥΖ ＶＷＯｈＫＶＵＮΖ ＬＱＱＲＮＹＰＨＹＺＰＱＥΖ
ＳＶａＹＰＱＥΖＺＮＸΖ３ＳｉＷＴＮＸΖＹＺＶＴΖＬａＷｉＺＬＷＶΖΤέＶΖＨＰｊＴＨΖ [Greek Orthodox ecclesiastical music in Smyrna throughout 
the 19th century], Ionian University, Corfu 2011). See also, Kyriakos Kalaitzidis, Post-Byzantine Music 
Manuscripts as a Source for Oriental Secular Music (15th to Early 19th Century), translation: Kyriaki Koubaroulis 
and Dimitri Koubaroulis, Würzburg 2012, Ergon Verlag Würzburg in Kommission, 2012.  

63  ‡ＶａＹＰＱｈＴΖ ∽πＣＴＯＰＹＳＨΖ - ‡ＬＫＭＳＶａＣｆΖ‡ＨＱＨＳＣＺΖ [Musical Anthology] ∫ＰＨｂｈＷｅＴΖＨＹＳＣＺｅＴΟΖ ＳＬＲＶπＶＰＮＯＤＴＺｅＴΖ πＨＷＣΖ
ＫＰＨｂｈＷｅＴΖ ＳＬＲＶπＶＰｊＴΟΖ ＺＶＴＰＹＯＤＴＺｅＴΖ ＳＬＴΖ πＨＷＣΖ ♭ｅＣＴＴＶａΖ ∵ΡΖ ÅｅＪＷＣｂＶａ ♪ＤｆＩＬＲＥΖ ＱＨＰΖ πＨＷ’Ζ ‘ＨＲＲｅＴΖ
ＳＶａＹＰＱＶＫＰＫＨＹＱＣＲｅＴΡΡΡ, Constantinople, from the Printing-house «I Anatoli», Evangelinos Misailidis, 1872, p. 
287-289 (for this book see Sévérien Salaville & Eugène Dalleggio, t. III (1866–1900), no. 178). 

64  ‡ＬＯＶＫＰＱＥΖＫＰＫＨＹＱＨＲＦＨΖＯＬｅＷＮＺＰＱＥΖ ＺＬΖＱＨＰΖπＷＨＱＺＰＱＥΖπＷＶＸΖ ＬＱＳＣＯＮＹＰＴΖＱＨＰΖ ＫＰＣＫＶＹＰＴΖ ＺＶａΖＪＴＮＹＦＶａΖ ＬＵｅＺＬＷＰＱＶｉΖＳＤＲＶａＸΖ
ＺＮＸΖ ＱＨＯΚΖ ＮＳＣＸΖ ∬ＲＲＮＴＰＱＥＸΖ ‡ＶａＹＰＱＥＸΖ ＱＨＺΚΖ ＨＴＺＰπＨＷＣＯＬＹＰＴΖ πＷＶＸΖ ＺＮＴΖ ∽ＷＨＩＶπＬＷＹＰＱＥＴΖ ＹａＴＨＷＳＶＲＶＪＮＯＬＦＹＨΖ ａπｈΖ ＺＶａΖ
‡ＶａＹΡΖ１ΡΖ∵ΡΖ♪ＮＲＺＭＨＴＦＫＶａΖ１ＷＶａＹＹＨＤｅＸ, 1881, p. 11. 

65  ∬ＷＳＮＴＬＦＨΖＺＮＸΖＬＵｅＺＬＷＰＱＥＸΖＳＶａＹＰＱＥＸ ＱＨＰΖＬｂＨＷＳＶＪＥΖＨａＺＥＸΖＬＰＸΖＺＮＴΖＱＨＯ’ＮＳＣＸΖＳＶａＹＰＱＥＴΖＬＷＨＴＰＹＯＬＦＹＨΖＱＨＰΖＹａＴＺＨｃＯＬＦＹＨΖ
πＨＷＣΖ３ＺｂΡΖ∽ΡΖ∫ＶＳＤＹＺＰｃＶａΟΖＬπＰＯＬｅＷＮＯＬＦＹＨΖＫＬΖπＨＷＣΖ♪ｅＴＹＺＨＴＺＦＴＶａΖ１ＷｅＺＶｄＣＲＺＶａΟΖＺＮＸΖＺＶａΖ７ΡΖ‡ΡΖ∬ＱＱＲＮＹＦＨＸΟΖＴｉＴΖ
πＷｊＺＶＴΖＺｉπＶＰＸΖＬＱＫＦＫＶＺＨＰΖπＨＷＣΖＺｅＴΖ∫ＰＬａＯａＴＺｊＴΖＺＶａΖ１ＨＺＷＰＨＷｃＰＱＶｉΖ４ａπＶＪＷＨｂＬＦＶａΟΖ∬ＴΖ♪ｅＴＹＺＨＴＰＴＶａπｈＲＬＰΟΖ
ＬＱΖＺＮＸΖＺＶａΖ∵ＤＴＶａＸΖ１ＨＺＷＰＨＷｃＰＱＥＸΖ４ａπＶＪＷＨｂＦＨＸΟΖ1ά4ΧΡΖψheΖmodernΖversionΖwasΖτandoraΖΛ1ά4ΧΜΖby Theodore 
Papa Paraschou Phokaeus. This was preceded by C. Fonton, Essay sur la musique orientale comparée à la 
musiqueΖ orientaleΖ ouΖ π’onΖ tacheΖ deΖ donnerΖ uneΖ idéeΖ géneraleΖ deΖ laΖmusiqueΖ desΖ τeuplesΖ deΖ l’orientΟΖ deΖ leurΖ goutΖ
particulier, de leur Règles dans le Chant, et la Combinaison des Tons, avec une Notion abregée de leurs Principaux 
instruments, Constantinople 1751. The reissue of the work: Eckhard ςeubauerΖ [edΡŞΟΖ “θerΖ ιssaiΖ surΖ laΖ
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3rd issue (p. 42-4ΧΜΖwithΖexplanationsΖofΖtheΖ1ΦΖmainΖmaqamΖandΖtheΖ1ΧΖmainΖwubeΡ66 In the 
4th (p. 55-57) and 5th issue of the periodical (p. 72-7ΧΜΟΖ ρisailΖ ‡isailidisΖ comparesΖ theΖ
maqam to the sounds in ecclesiastical music, also citing the rhythms (usuls) to educate 
musicians.67 

ψheΖoriginalityΖandΖevaluationΖofΖthisΖessay‖sΖcontributionΖtoΖσttomanΖmusicΖofΖtheΖeraΖ
willΖbeΖdecidedΖbyΖexpertsΖ inΖtheΖfieldΡΖύetΖ itΖ isΖworthΖhighlightingΖtheΖpublisher‖sΖ initiallyΖ
ground-breaking move to present on the pages of his periodical musical subject-matter, and 
indeed Oriental music.  
 

                                                                                                                                                                       
musiqueΖ orientalΖ vonΖ ηharlesΖ κonton”ΟΖ Zeitschrift fiir Geschichte der Arabisch-Islamischen Wissenschaften 2 
(1985), p. 277-324 and 3 (1986), p. 335-376 [Turkish translation: ηharlesΖκontonΟΖΤάΡΖώüzyıldaΖψürkΖρüzi:iΟΖvarkΖ
ρusikisiΖΛεvrupaΖρusikisiyleΖοarwılawtırmalıΖζirΖθenemeΜΟ κransıżcadanΖÇevΡΖηemΖζeharΟΖνstanbulΖ1έά7ΡΖχeeΖalso 
theΖintroductoryΖchapterΖinΖρuratΖζardakçıΟΖκenerΖζeyleri’neΖψürkΖvarkılarıΟΖνstanbulΟΖτanΖύayıncılıkΟΖ1έέΧΟΖpΡΖ
9-28 and Anne-ρarieΖ ψoużardΟΖ “ωnΖ drogmanΖmusicianήΖ coupΖ d‖œilΖ surΖ laΖ vieΖ etΖ lesΖœuvresΖ deΖ ηharlesΖ
κonton”ΟΖinΖήΖIstanbul et les langues orientalesΟΖϊariaΖψurcicaΟΖΛedΡΜΖκrédericΖμitżelΟΖιditionΖd‖μarmattanΟΖ1έέ7ΟΖ
p. 197-214.   

66  Discussed in detail in ‡ＶａＹＰＱｈＴΖ∽πＣＴＯＰＹＳＨΖ Λ‡ＬＫＭＳＶａＣｆΖ‡ＨＱＨＳＣＺΜΖΤά7ΥΟΖp. xiii-xxiv ＱＨＰ ‡ＬＯＶＫＰＱＥΖＫＰＫＨＹＱＨＲＦＨΖ
ＯＬｅＷＮＺＰＱＥΖＺＬΖＱＨＰΖπＷＨＱＺＰＱＥΖπＷＶＸΖＬＱＳＣＯＮＹＰＴΖＱＨＰΖＫＰＣＫＶＹＰＴΖＺＶａΖＪＴＮＹＦＶａΖＬＵｅＺＬＷＰＱＶｉΖＳＤＲＶａＸΖＺＮＸΖＱＨＯΚΖＮＳＣＸΖ∬ＲＲＮＴＰＱＥＸΖ
‡ＶａＹＰＱＥＸΖ ＱＨＺΚΖ ＨＴＺＰπＨＷＣＯＬＹＰＴΖ πＷＶＸΖ ＺＮＴΖ ∽ＷＨＩＶπＬＷＹＰＱＥＴΖ ＹａＴＨＷＳＶＲＶＪＮＯＬＦＹＨΖ ａπｈΖ ＺＶａΖ ‡ＶａＹΡΖ １ΡΖ ∵ΡΖ ♪ＮＲＺＭＨＴＦＫＶａΖ
１ＷＶａＹＹＨＤｅＸ, 1881, p. 11-19. 

67  They are as follows in the order listed: Düyek, Devr-iΖφevanΟΖκafteΟΖςimΖθevirΟΖÇenberΟΖζerefwanΟΖςimΖχakilΟΖ
Remel, Devr-i Kebir, Sakil, Hafif, Muhammes, Evfer, Evsat, Türkî Zarb, Hezeç, Zarbeyin, Frençkin, Zekir, 
Çifte Düyek, Zarb-ıΖκetihΡ 
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D e l i g h t f u l  a n d  B e n e f i c i a l  
This is a category of texts that combine teaching with entertainment. The combination of 
teaching with what is beneficial and pleasing makes this a family magazine. It goes without 
saying that these texts have been taken from the Apotheke or other contemporary 
periodicals and books. The varied material in this category in the periodicals of the time 
aimedΖfirstlyΖatΖprovidingΖusefulΟΖpracticalΖknowledgeΖthatΖwouldΖhelpΖimproveΖtheΖreaders‖Ζ
lives. Secondly it was also intended to provide general education andΖ satisfyΖ readers‖Ζ
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curiosity with a medley of knowledge, interesting to a greater or lesser extent for all 
readers, but certainly useful to some of them. And lastly, part of this material was 
exclusively for entertainment purposes or combined at the same time with teaching. The 
module contains texts on ventriloquists, mingled with the story of coffee and sugar (p. 32, 
105-106), with articles wishing to condemn the naivities of popular superstitions (p. 102-
104), and empirical knowledge for farmers and stock-breeders.68 
 

Although it is extremely difficult to classify the material in this category according to 
topic, due to its greatly varied content, I believe that the following modules present its 
profile to a certain extent. 

 
1. Historical, travel and exotic texts 

∬vangelinosΖ‡isailidisΖselectsΖandΖrepublishesΖ inΖtranslationΖarticlesΖfromΖtheΖ∽πＶＯＥＱＮ ＺｅＴΖ
ΩｂＬＲＦＳｅＴΖ ∵ＴｊＹＬｅＴΖ ΛφepositoryΖ ofΖ ωsefulΖ οnowledgeΜΟΖ which refer to cities in the Ottoman 
Empire, leaving aside similar texts on Venice, Amsterdam, etc., probably as he considered 
them irrelevant for the Anatolian reading public or as they did not come under the 
geography of their own country which he had set as a target for his periodical69. So he 
presents a brief history of Bursa, with a description of its landscape and the description of its 
Ottoman monuments (p. 90-92),70 and a description of the city of Afyon Karahisar (p. 101-
102), with its buildings (mosques, hans, etc.).71 Also taken from the Apotheke ton Ophelimon 
Gnoseon, with the same illustration, is the article on Mount Sinai (p. 51-52)72, which presents 
the story behind the founding of the monastery by the Byzantine emperor Justinian, and 
reference is made to the privileges given to the Christians by the prophet Muhammed and to 
those granted by Sultan Selim, the conqueror of Egypt. Comment is made on the presence of 
Bedouins around the monastery, a description is given of its treasures, and lastly its 
numerous dependencies are recorded, with a note at the end stating that the monastic 
complex has fallen into decline as it is no longer visited by pilgrims as in the past. Such texts 
on sacred geography were well-liked by the Turkophone public. In 1784 the Turkish 

                                                      
68  Such as the article with information about the development of sheep and calculating their age from the 

condition of their teeth (p. 10) which is taken from the ∽πＶＯＥＱＮΖΩｂＬＲＦＳｅＴΖ∵ＴｊＹＬｅＴΖ ΛφepositoryΖofΖωsefulΖ
Knowledge), no. 42 (1839-1840), p. 96.  

69  He is clearly interested in the geography of Asia Minor, as indicated by the notice in the periodical (p. 35) 
in which he requests information from readers on the number of inhabitants, the schools, churches, 
mosques, hans, hamams, etc. in their cities.  

70  ∽πＶＯＥＱＮΖＺｅＴΖΩｂＬＲＦＳｅＴΖ∵ＴｊＹＬｅＴΟ nＶΖ54ΖΛξuneΖ1ά41ΜΟΖpΡΖά1-83. 
71  ∽πＶＯＥＱＮΖ ＺｅＴΖ ΩｂＬＲＦＳｅＴΖ ∵ＴｊＹＬｅＴΟ nＶΡΖ 57Ζ ΛχeptΡΖ 1ά4ΦΜΟΖ pΡΖ 141-142, which draws on the work of Karsten 

Niebuhr, Travels through Arabia, Edinburgh 1792. 
72  ∽πＶＯＥＱＮΖＺｅＴΖΩｂＬＲＦＳｅＴΖ∵ＴｊＹＬｅＴΟΖnＶΡΖ55ΖΛξulyΖ1ά41ΜΟΖpΡΖ1Σ6-110. The print of Mount Sinai in the missionary 

periodicalΖ isΖ presentedΖ onΖ pΡΖ 65Ζ withΖ theΖ captionήΖ “εscentΖ ofΖ ρountΖ χinaiΟΖ fromΖ theΖ journeyΖ throughΖ
εrabiaΖ τetraeaΖ madeΖ byΖ ρessrsΡΖ πeonΖ andΖ πabord”ΟΖ whichΖ thoughΖ isΖ missingΖ fromΖ theΖ οaramanliΖ
magazine. 
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translation of the work １ＬＷＰＪＷＨｂＥΖＰＬＷＣΖＺＶａΖ♯ＬＶＩＨＫＦＹＺＶａΖｈＷＶａＸΖ３ＰＴＣ [Sacred description of God-
trodden Mount Sinai] had already been printed in Venice in Greek characters.73 

The same module also contains three texts on exotic India, selected from the Apotheke 
ton Ophelimon Gnoseon, accompanied by corresponding illustrations: 

- the story of a snake charmer in Madras (p. 11).74  

- the article on the idolatrous custom of the Hindus to bathe in the sacred river Ganges to 
receiveΖpurificationΖfromΖtheirΖsinsΖΛpΡΖ17ΜΖreiteratesΖmissionaries‖ΖcriticismΖofΖtheseΖpaganΖ
worship rituals that were encouraged by the Brahmin priests75. 

- and finally, the article on the burning of widows, who were thrown alive into the fire (p. 
36-37), which blamed regression and ignorance for these barbarous customs, that would be 
eliminated by the spread of Christianity.76  

I believe that the afore-mentioned articles are only included in ‡６‡Ζbecause of their 
exotic topics and not for the purposes of propaganda served by their publication in the 
Apotheke, where the missionaries used such texts to highlight the barbarity of non-Christian 
populations and show the necessity of their conversion. Misailidis included these texts 
following the practice of periodicals of his time, which showed a clear trend towards 
Orientalism, as the Western world was curious and wished to discover the world of the East. 

 

2. Guide to Dream Interpretation 
All the issues of ‡６‡Ζ dedicate pages to oneiromancy (Tabirname),77 to this exceptionally 
popular reading material, which the Apotheke did not fail to include in its contents.78 In the 
preface E. Misailidis states that he took the texts from a French book translated into Greek 
(p. 14)79. It is obviously one of the numerous versions of a highly successful ０ＴＬＰＷＶＱＷＦＺＮΖ
[Oneirocriticon], of which only the fourth is known.80 Misailidis points out that oneiromancy 
was practiced from the depths of time and that dreams were viewed as one of the principal 

                                                      
73  This is the ２ＰＹＨＲＤＪＰΖ３ＬＷＷＦｂΖ‡ＬＹＲＤＱΖ０ａＲＲＣｃΖ‡ＶａＱＨＺＺＤＸΖ４ＭＬπＬＲＥΖ３ＰＴＨＴＥＴΖπＬＪＰＨＴＮＴＺＤＺＶａＷ…ΖϊeniceΖΡΡΡΖ17ά4ΟΖseeΖ

Sévérien Salaville & Eugène Dalleggio, t. I (1584–1850), no. 20. 
74  ∽πＶＯＥＱＮΖΩｂＬＲＦＳｅＴΖ∵ＴｊＹＬｅＴΟΖno 41ΖΛ‡ayΖ1ά4ΣΜΟΖpΡΖ65-66.  
75  ∽πＶＯＥＱＮΖΩｂＬＲＦＳｅＴΖ∵ＴｊＹＬｅＴ, no. 22 (Oct. 1838), p. 145-146 and no. 72 (Dec. 1842), p. 177-179. 
76  ∽πＶＯＥＱＮΖΩｂＬＲＦＳｅＴΖ∵ＴｊＹＬｅＴΟΖno. 61 (Jan. 1842), p. 1-4. The story of Hindu wives that are thrown on the fire 

following the death of their husbands is also used in the Karamanlidika book ４ＬＩＨＷＰｃＣＺＮΖ ‡ＶａＺＬＲＬＩＩＦＴΖ
Λ１ＶＰＱＦＲＮΖ ♭ＹＺＶＷＦＨΜΖ [θiverseΖμistoryŞΖ thatΖwasΖ toΖbeΖpublishedΖ inΖ1ά51Ζ inΖ ♭stanbulΟΖ seeΖχévérienΖχalavilleΖΙΖ
Eugène Dalleggio, t. II (1851–1865), no. 117. 

77  ‡６‡, p. 14, 26, 43-44, 58-59, 74-75, 90-92, 122-124.  
78  κorΖexampleΖ“≒ＴＬＰＷＶＴΖＳＶａＹＶａＲＳＣＴＶａΖＺＰＴｈＸΖＬＰＸΖＺＶΖ♪ＣＰＷＶＴΖＱＨＰΖＮΖＬＱπＲＥＷｅＹＰＸΖＨａＺＶｉ”Ζ[ψheΖθreamΖofΖeveryΖ

Muslim to visit Cairo and its fulfilment], ∽πＶＯＥＱＮΖＺｅＴΖΩｂＬＲＦＳｅＴΖ∵ＴｊＹＬｅＴ, no 57 (Sept. 1841), p. 139-140, 
79  ∽ＴＥＴΖ ＰＺＭＶｉＴΖ πＰＭＲＤＷＺＬΖ ＦＹπＶａΖ４ＨπＰＷＴＨＳＬＪＦΖ ＤＩＩＬＲＨΖ∽ＯＮＴＨＺＬΖ６ＷＨＴＹＥＭＺＭＨＺＬＴΖ ＪＰＶＴＨＴＦＺＭＬＪＰＬΖ ＺＬＷＺＭＶａＳＣΖ ＶＲＳＶｉＸΖ ＰＱＤＴΖ

ＹＦＳＺＰΖＺＤｂＨΖ∵ＰＶＴＨＴＦＺＭＬＺＬＴΖ４ＶａＷＱＺＭＬＲＰＹＨＴＮＴＤΖＺＬＷＺＭＶａＳＣΖＬＪＲＬＪＦＶＷＶａＭΖΡΡΡ 
80  OＴＬＰＷＶＱＷＦＺＮＸΟΖＥＺＶＰΖＨＱＷＰＩＥＸΖＬＵＥＪＮＹＰＸΖＺｅＴΖＶＴＬＦＷｅＴ. ∬ＷＨＴＰＹＯＬＦＸΖＳＬＴΖＬＱΖＺＶａ ∵ＨＲＲＰＱＶａ ＬＱＫＶＯＬＦＸΖＫＬ ＺＶ ＺＤＺＨＷＺＶＴΖ

ａπｈ １ΡΖ ∝ΡΖ ‡ [Oneirocriticon, a precise explanation of dreams. Borrowed from the French, the fourth 
publishedΖbyΖτΡΖϊΡΖ‡ΡŞΟΖεthensΟΖτrintedΖbyΖτetrosΖϊΡΖρoraitinisΟΖ1ά6έΡ 
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means used by the gods to communicate with man and through which men could see the 
future. So the pages of ‡６‡ present stories of dreams and their interpretations, such as for 
example, the prophetic dream seen by Hecuba just before she gave birth to Paris, which 
presagedΖ theΖ destructionΖ ofΖ ψroyΟΖ ξoseph‖sΖ interpretationΖ ofΖ τharaoh‖sΖ dreamsΖ orΖ ηicero‖sΖ
account of the traveller murderedΖ inΖρegaraΖwhoΖappearedΖ inΖhisΖ friend‖sΖdreamΖtoΖpointΖ
out his killer (p. 44).81 From the fourth issue onwards it seems to be particularly focused on 
dreams related to fire (p. 58-59), the sky or the wind (p. 74-75), water, ships, the earth (p. 90-
92), flowers, trees or fruits (p. 122-124). The brief statement as in the following: 

 
ι:erΖyata:ınΖyanarΖkülΖolursaΖkederlikΖhastalıkΖçekeceksinΡ 
 (Should your bed burn to ashes, you will suffer from sorrow and illness. 
ι:erΖevinΖhatuniΖgerde:iniΖyandı:ınıΖgörürsenΟΖonaΖhastalıkΖiwaretidirΖ 
(If the woman of the house sees her nuptial chamber burning, it is a sign that 
she will fall ill). 

 
alludes to Oneirocritica of the era, which were later imitated by similar Karamanlidika 
versions.82 

 

3. Stories for housewives 

The pioneering Karamanlidi magazine contains material for its women readers, such as 
advice on dyeing beards or hair or dyeing fezes (p. 5), recipes for making marmalade from 
bitter oranges or citron (p. 10), instructions for polishing boards or removing stains from 
felt (p. 25), for silvering copper objects (p. 41) and other useful advice and information for 
bourgeois Turkish-speaking housewives. 

 

C u r r e n t  a f f a i r s   

The periodical also features topical issues, with some, although very few, items of news from 
life in Smyrna or life in the Orthodox community. Misailidis is clearly following the practices 
of his previous publication, the newspaper １ＬＲＹＨＷＤＺΖＰＲΖ‡ＨＹＷＦＱ (∝iΚl-iwaretiΚl-‡awrık ´Ζ０rientalΖ
μeraldΜΡΖηurrentΖeventsΖareΖfeaturedΖinΖtheΖarticleΖonΖtheΖarrivalΖofΖμalilΖφifatΖτawa83 as vali of 
χmyrnaΟΖtheΖcallΖforΖfinancialΖsupportΖforΖtheΖλreekΖμospitalΖΛ∵ＷＨＰＱＰＱｈＴΖ¶ＶＹＶＱＶＳＬＦＶＴΜΖinΖtheΖ
city, accompanied by information on its facilities and physicians (p. 93-95)84 as well as 

                                                      
81  ∽πＶＯＥＱＮΖＺｅＴΖΩｂＬＲＦＳｅＴΖ∵ＴｊＹＬｅＴΟΖno. 88 (Apr. 1844), p. 63. 
82  See for example, the publication ２ＶａＪＰＣΖ ＱＰＺＨπＥ (1885), in which dream interpretations are listed in 

alphabetical order, see Evangelia Balta, Karamanlidika, Additions (1584-1900). Bibliographie analytique, Athens, 
Centre for Asia Minor Studies, 1987, no. 74. 

83  μalilΖφifatΖτawaΖarrivedΖinΖχmyrna on 15 Rabi-ül‖ahırΖ1Φ66ΖΛΦάΦ1ά5ΣΜΡ 
84  This is the Greek-Orthodox Hospital which bore the name «Agios Charalambos», from the church located 

in its grounds that was aided financially by contributions from Smyrniots and other Greeks, such as 
Chiotes shipownersΡΖ χeeΖ ¶ΡΖ οostisΟΖ «３ＳａＷＴＨｆＱＣΖ ＨＴＣＲＬＱＺＨΡΖ ４ＶΖ ＬＴΖ ３ＳｉＷＴＮΖ πＷｊＺＶＴΖ ＴＶＹＶＱＶＳＬＦＶＴΖ ＺｅＴΖ
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information on the different postal services (p. 107)85 and on shipping routes to and from 
European ports. 

*** 
 

The publication of ‡ＬＱＺＬπＶｉＲΖ ６ＬＴＴＶｉＴＰΖ ‡ＬＹＷＮＱＥΖ at the dawn of the Tanzimat period, 
considered initially as a concept, was in itself a ground-breaking move, because it 
recognized so early on the need for a periodical for Turkish-speaking Orthodox Christians in 
the Ottoman Empire. It is clear that Misailidis believed in the need for a publication, issued 
at regular intervals, that would educate, inform, school and entertain Anatolian Orthodox 
Christians in Smyrna. He believed that by emerging from the isolation in which they lived 
due to their Turkophony, they too would share in the cultural upheaval taking place in the 
Ottoman Empire at that crucial time. Furthermore he was firmly convinced that the 
wonderful culture of the East should be highlighted and promoted, as it was so 
underestimated by Smyrniot society which had been inundated by western culture imposed 
by the presence of foreign merchants living there. Albeit to a lesser extent, the same was 
true of the other Balkan societies of the time, which had a developing western-orientated 
middle class, fixated on anything foreign and fanatical imitators of western fashion.     

ρisailidis‖Ζ publicationΖ ofΖ ‡ＬＱＺＬπＶｉＲΖ ６ＬＴＴＶｉＴＰΖ ‡ＬＹＷＮＱＥ was I believe an attempt to 
protect Turkish-speaking Rums from the cultural invasion of the West, which dazzled them 
and lured them into mimicry that ultimately lead to their downfall as they could not control 
this world that was to them foreign. Here it is worth recalling the comedy that Evangelinos 
Misailidis had published in Smyrna a few years previously, in 1845, entitled ０Ζ∬ＷｅＺＶＳＨＴＥＸΖ
７ＨＺＭＥΖ ∽ＹＲＣＴＮＸΟΖ ＥＷｅＸΖ ＺＮＸΖ ♪ＨＷＨＳＨＴＦＨＸΖ [The Erotomaniac Hadji Aslanis, Hero of Karaman])86. It 
presents on stage the misfortunes and tragic end of a naive Karamanli, Hadji Aslanis, who, 
escaping the confines of the world he knew and deviating from the code of its  oriental 

                                                                                                                                                                       
０ＷＯＶＫｈＵｅＴ»Ζ [χmyrnaΖ analectsΡΖ ψheΖ firstΖ σrthodoxΖ hospitalΖ inΖ χmyrnaŞΟΖ ◯ＬＴＶｂＣＴＮＸ 2 (1905), p. 266-267 
Christos Solomonidis, ‰Ζ ＰＨＺＷＰＱＥΖ ＹＺＮΖ ３ＳｉＷＴＮΖ [Medicine in Smyrna], Athens 1955, p. 21-23· and G. 
εrgyropoulosΟΖ«４ＶΖ∵ＷＨＰＱＰＱｈΖ¶ＶＹＶＱＶＳＬＦＶΖ３ＳｉＷＴＮＸΖ―０ΖΆＪＰＶＸΖ７ＨＷＣＲＨＳπＶＸ‖»Ζ[ψheΖλreekΖμospitalΖinΖχmyrnaΖ
―εgiosΖηharalambos‖»ΟΖ‡ＰＱＷＨＹＰＨＺＰＱＥΖ‰ｃｊ, January-February 1995, p. 12. Lazaros Vladimiros, ‰ΖＰＹＺＶＷＦＨΖＺＮＸΖ
ＬＲＲＮＴＰＱＥＸΖ ♭ＨＺＷＰＱＥＸΖ ＹＺＮΖ ３ＳｉＷＴＮΖ [The history of Greek medicine in Smyrna], Athens, Enossis Smyrnaion, 
2008, p. 99-112. 

85  χophoclesΖ ςikolaidisΟΖ “４ＨΖ ＬＴΖ ３ＳｉＷＴＮΖ ＵＤＴＨΖ ＺＨｃａＫＷＶＳＰＱＣΖ ＪＷＨｂＬＦＨ”Ζ [κoreignΖ postΖ officesΖ inΖ χmyrnaŞΟΖ
ρＰＱＷＨＹＰＨＺＰＱＣΖ７ＷＶＴＰＱＣ 13 (1967), p. 51-80. 

86  χeeΖλΡΖοehagioglouΟΖ “‰ΖπＨＷＣＫＶＹＮΖ ＺｅＴΖ６ＨＴＨＷＰｅＺｊＴΖＱＨＰΖ ＺＶａΖ７ＨＺＭＮＨＹＲＣＴＮΖ∝ａＭＨＴＺＦＶａΖ ＹＺＮΖ‡ＰＱＷＨＹＰＨＺＰＱＥΖ
―♪ＨＯ‖ΖＮＳＣＸΖ∽ＴＨＺＶＲＥ‖ήΖ‰ΖＹＳａＷＴＨｆＱＥΖＱｅＳｅＫＦＨΖ０Ζ∬ＷｅＺＶＳＨＴＥＸΖ７ＨＺＭＮＨＹＲＣＴＮＸΟΖＥＷｅＸΖＺＮＸΖ♪ＨＷＨＳＨＴＦＨＸΖΛ1ά45ΟΖ
1ά71Μ”Ζ[ψheΖψraditionΖofΖtheΖτhanariotsΖandΖofΖμadjiΖεslanisΖϊyżantiosΖinΖtheΖεsiaΖρinorΖ―λreek ιast‖ήΖψheΖ
Smyrna Comedy The Erotomaniac Hadji Aslanis, Hero of Karaman], ０Ζ∂Ｕｅ-∬ＲＲＮＴＰＹＳｈＸΡΖ♪ｅＴＹＺＨＴＺＰＴＶｉπＶＲＮΖ
ＱＨＰΖ ３ＳｉＷＴＮΖ ΤάΣΣ-ΤέΥΥΡΖ １ＴＬａＳＨＺＰＱｈＸΖ ＱＨＰΖ ＱＶＰＴｅＴＰＱｈＸΖ ＩＦＶＸ [The Greek Diaspora. Constantinople and Smyrna 
1800-1922. Cultural and Social Life] (Athens, 30-31 October 1998), Athens [2000], p. 177-195. And Evangelia 
ζaltaΟΖ“σttomanΖιvidenceΖεboutΖtheΖλreekΖandΖοaramanliΖιditionsΖofΖιvangelinosΖρisailidisΟΖν”ΟΖ Journal of 
σttomanΖχtudiesΖΖσsmanlıΖεrawtırmaları 34 (2009), p. 49-71. 
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society, tried to enter the glamorous world of the Greek-speaking Rums in Smyrna of which 
he knew nothing.  

The material he chooses for his periodical indicates that his aim was to make the 
Karamanlis in the Ottoman Empire feel proud of their origin and the oriental culture, the 
value of which had in any case been recognized the century before by Voltaire. The choice of 
material for the periodical ‡ＬＱＺＬπＶｉＲΖ ６ＬＴＴＶｉＴＰΖ ‡ＬＹＷＮＱＥ revealsΖ ιΡΖ ρisailidis‖Ζ loyaltyΖ andΖ
commitment to Eastern culture. He does not choose a Western roman for his Karamanli 
readers, but The Arabian Nights. He promotes the importance and significance of secular 
Oriental music to the people of Smyrna who listen to operas and western composers. 
Furthermore some texts signed by him not only reveal his ideology and the goals he strives 
to attain with his publication, but also bode well for its future course over subsequent years. 
They explain the consistency and the struggle he waged for the publication of the long-lived 
newspaper Anatoli and the simultaneous extensive production of Karamanlidika books from 
its printing-house. 
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A P P E N D I X  
 

C o n t e n t s  O f  T h e  P e r i o d i c a l  
 

 

Issue 1 

ιylülΖΛχeptΡΜΖΦΣΟΖ1ά4έΖΖZılkadeΖ15ΟΖ1Φ6587  

 

３ＬＩＱＤＺΖＳＨＣπΖ∽ＲＤＳΖ１ＬＴＣｃΖ３ＶａＲＺＣＴΖ∽πＺＥＲΖ‡ＬＺＭＦＺΖ７ＨＴ 
∬ｂＤＴＺＰＳＰＭΖｃＨＭＲＬＺＲＬＷＦΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＺＣΖＳπＬＪＦＺ ···············································································································································  1 

[vevketΖ meâbΖ ÂlemΖ τenâhΖ χultanΖ εbdülΖ ρecidΖ μanΖ ιfendimiżΖ μażretleriΖ hakkＰndaΖ
beyitΖ´ΖεΖpoemΖtoΖμisΖεllΖτowerfulΖρajestyΖandΖθistinguishedΖμighnessΖ∽bdülΖρecîdΟΖ
Refuge of the Universe] 

∂ｆΖ‡ＶａｃＦπΖ∵ＣｆＷＬＺＱＬＹＲＬＷＰＳＦＭ ···········································································································································································  1 
[ιyΖmuhibΖgayretkewlerimiż!Ζ´ΖθearΖreaders] 

７ＨＭＰＴＤｆΖ‡ＨＷＰｂＤＺ ········································································································································································································  2 
[Hazine-i Marifet = The Treasure of Knowledge] 

∬ＲＳＣＸΖΛＶΖ∽ＫＣＳＨＸΜ ······································································································································································································  3 
[Elmas = Diamond] 

≡ＲＳＰΖ７ＰＶＱＨＳＣ ···············································································································································································································  4 
[İlm-i hükemâ= Medicine] 

♪ＮＷＨＷＳＥＸΖＹＨＱＣＲΖＩＬΖＹＣＺＭΖπＶＪＰＨＹＮＴＥＴΖＺＬＷＺＰπＦ ································································································································  5 
[οırlarmıwΖ sakalΖ veΖ saçΖ boyasınınΖ tertibi = A formula for dyeing grayed beards and 
hair] 

６ＤＸΖπＶＪＰＨＹＮＴＥＴΖＺＬＷＺＰπＦ ······················································································································································································  5 
[κesΖboyasınınΖtertibiΖ´ΖκormulaΖforΖdyeingΖfeżΖhatsŞ 

２ＬｃＴＶａＳＣＪＰΖ≡ＲＳＰΖ‡ＶａＹＰＱＥ–ＰΖ‡ＬＹＷＮＱＥ ··············································································································································· 5-7 
[Rehnüma-yıΖİlm-ıΖρusiki-iΖρawrıkî = A Guide to Oriental Music] 

３πＣＷＺＨＲＮΖ ＳＬＹｃＶｉＷΖ ＹＶａＨＷＣΟΖ ＳＬＷｃＶｉＳΖ ３ＬＩＫＣｆΖ ｃＨＺＭＥΖ ∽ＪＣπＰＶＸΖ ＩＬｂＣＺΖ ＬＺＤＷＱＬＴΖ ＱＬＴＺＶｉΖ ｃＨＱＱＮＴＺＣΖ
ＹＰＶＪＲＬＺＰＪＦΖＺＨＷＦｃΖＳπＬＪＰＺＦＺＰＷΖ ············································································································································································· 7 

[νspartalıΖmewhurΖ wuaraΟΖmerhumΖχevdaîΖμacıΖεgapiosΖvefatΖederkenΖkendiΖhakkındaΖ
söyledi:iΖtarihΖbeyitidirΖ´ΖμistoricalΖversesΖwithΖtheΖlastΖwords spoken about himself 
byΖtheΖfamousΖpoetΟΖtheΖlateΖχevdaîΖμacıΖεgapiosŞ 

∽ＺＤＸΖＹＬｂＰＴＬＹＦ ················································································································································································································ 8 
[εtewΖsefinesiΖ´ΖχteamshipsŞ  

‡πＰＲＶｉＷΖＹＰＶａＲＶａＪＶｉΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＺＣΖ ······························································································································································ 8-9 
[ζillurΖsülü:üΖhakkındaΖ´ΖπeachesΖinΖtheΖbottleŞ 

∽ＳＬＷＰＱＨＴＺＣΖπＶａＲＶａＴＣＴΖＨＲＺＥＴΖＳＨＺＬＴＦΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＺＣ ························································································································· 9 
[εmerika‖daΖbulunanΖaltınΖmadeniΖhakkındaΖ´ΖεboutΖεmericanΖgoldΖminesŞ 

                                                      
87  2 October 1849. 
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♪ＮＷＮＲＳＥＸΖＳπＰＲＶｉＷΖＲＰＶＱＰＶａＴＦ··········································································································································································· 9 
[οırılmıwΖbillurΖlökünüΖ´ΖρixtureΖforΖrepairingΖbrokenΖbottlesŞΖ 

♪ＰＶａＳＶｉＸΖＱＰＨＹＤΖＶａＭＬＷＰＴＤΖＪＰＨΖＳＣＷＱＨΖＪＰＨΖＪＨＭＥΖＪＰＨＭＳＨＴＥＴΖＶａＹＶａＲＦ ·················································································  9 
[λümüwΖkâseΖüżerineΖyaΖmarkaΖyaΖyażıΖyażmanınΖusulüΖ´ΖμowΖtoΖinscribeΖanΖemblemΖ
or text on a silver bowl] 

♪ＰＨｃＰＺＺＤＴΖＳＰＷＬＱＱＤπΖＲＬＱＬＹＰＴＦΖＺＭＮＱＨＷＳＣΖＺＬＷＺＰπＦ  ···························································································································  9 
[οa:ıttanΖmürekkepΖlekesiniΖçıkarmaΖtertibiΖ´ΖμowΖtoΖeraseΖinkΖstainsΖfromΖpaperŞ 

１ＨＷＲＣＱΖＴＺＬＳＰＷＦΖＪＰＨΖＺＭＬＲＰＪＦΖＪＰＨＲＺＮＭＲＨＳＨＴＥＴΖＶａＹＶａＲＦ ·············································································································· 9 
[τarlakΖdemiriΖyaΖçeli:iΖyaldıżlamanınΖusulüΖ´ΖμowΖtoΖpolishΖironΖandΖsteelŞ 

７ＶＲＤＷＨΖＳＨＲＰＺＭＬＹＦ ······································································································································································································· 9 
[Kolera malicesi = The cholera epidemic] 

４ＶａＷＶｉＴＺＭΖＷＬＺＭＬＲＦ ·································································································································································································· 10 
[Turunç reçeli = Bitter orange marmalade] 

∽ＪＣＺＭΖＱＨＶａＴＶｉΖＷＬＺＭＬＲＦ ······················································································································································································ 10 
[ε:açΖkavunuΖreçeliΖ´ Citron marmalade] 

♪ＶＪＰＶａＴＲＨＷＥＴΖＱＬＳＨＲＦＴΖＨＴＴＨＳＣＱΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＺＣ ·································································································································· 10 
[οoyunlarınΖkemalinΖanlamakΖhakkındaΖ´ΖμowΖtoΖrecogniżeΖtheΖageΖofΖsheepŞ 

∵ＰＲＣＴΖＹＰＰＷπＨＭＲＬＷＦ ··································································································································································································· 11 
[ύılanΖsihirbażları = Snake whisperers] 

６ＬＲＬＱＰＨＺＥΖ４ＬＩＷＰＪＰＣ ······················································································································································································12-13 
[Felekât-i Devriyâ = Astronomy] 

•Ζ♪ＰＨｂＤｆΖＳＬＩＺＭＶａＺＣＺΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣ [Kâfe-iΖmevcüdadΖhakkınaΖ´ΖεboutΖtheΖωniverseŞ 
•Ζ∽ｂＰＺＣπΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＺＣ [ÂfitabΖhakkındaΖ´ΖεboutΖtheΖχunŞ 
•Ζ∵ＰＮＲＺＮＭＲＣＷΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ[ύıldıżlarΖhakkınaΖ´ΖεboutΖtheΖstarsŞ 
•Ζ３ＬｆＨＷＣΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣ [χeyyareΖhakkınaΖ´ΖεboutΖtheΖplanetaryΖsystemŞ 

４ＨπＰＷＴＨＳＤΖΛσＴＬＰＷＶＳＨＴＺＬＦＨΜ ·········································································································································································· 14 
[Tâbirnâme = Dreambook] 

４ＬＩＨＷＰｃＣＺＮΖ∽ＷＨπＦ ··························································································································································································15-16 
[Tevarihat-ıΖεrabîΖ´ΖεrabianΖςightsŞ 

•Ζ４ＰπＨＺＭＤΟΖ７ＦＴＺΖ１ＨＺＰＹＨｃＥΟΖ¶ＶａＷＬＺＫＦＴΖ３ＣｃΖＴＨＱＲＰＬＪＰＬＺＦ  [θibâceήΖμindΖτadiwahıΖ
ςureddinΖvahΖςakliyetiŞ 
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∵ＣＪＪＮＸΖＮＷＳＨＪＮＴＺＣΖＪＰＬＪＰＱＨＴＣＴΖ７ＰＴＺＰＹＺＨＴＲＮＲＣＷΖＹＶａＷＬＺＦＺＰＷ ··························································································· 17 

[λanjΖırma:ındaΖyıkananΖμindistanlılarΖsuretidirΖ´ΖνllustrationΖofΖpeopleΖbathingΖinΖtheΖ
Ganges] 

６ＬＲＬＱＰＨＺＥΖ４ＬＩＷＰＪＰＣΡΖ‡ＬＹｃＶｉＷΖ♪ＬＩＨＱＰπＲＤＷΖＱＬｆｂＰＪＰＨＺＥΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣ ·········································································18-19 

                                                      
88  23 October 1849. 
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[Felekât-i θevriyâΡΖ ρewhurΖ οevakiblerΖ keyfiyetiΖ hakkına = Astronomy. The state of 
known planets] 

•Ζ ♪ＬＩＱＤπＰΖ ÅＶｃＷＤΖ ＱＬｆｂＰＨＺＥΖ ｂＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ (sic!) [οevkebiΖ ZöhreΖ keyfiyetiΖ hakkınaΖ ´Ζ ψheΖ
state of planet Venus] 
•Ζ♪ＰＶａＷＷＤｆΖÅＬＳＦＴΖΛＪＰＤＷΜΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣ [Küre-i Zemin ΛyerΜΖhakkına = The Earth sphere] 

≡ＲＳＰΖ７ＰＶＱＨＳＣ ···································································································································································································  20-21 
[İlm-i hükemâ = Medicine] 

•Ζ∽ＺＭＥΖＹＰＷｈπΖＺＬＷＺＰπＦΖ[εcıΖwurupΖtertibiΖ´ΖζitterΖinfusionŞ – Infusione amara  
•Ζ♪ＰＶｉＴΖＨＹＮＷＥΖＹＮＺＳＣΖＰＺＭＶｉＴΖＨＺＭＥΖＹＰＷｈπΖＺＬＷＺＰπＦ [λünΖawırıΖsıtmaΖiçünΖacıΖwurupΖtertibiΖ´Ζ
Bitter febrifuge concoction] – decotto Amaro febrifugo  
•Ζ３ＮＺＳＣΖＳＨＺＭＶａＴＦΖ[χıtmaΖmacunuΖ´ Febrifuge electuary] – Elettuario febrifugo   
•Ζ♪ＶａＩＤＺΖＩＬＷＰＺＭＦΖ３ＮＺＳＣΖｃＨπＲＬＷＦΖ[οuvvetΖvericiΖsıtmaΖhaplarıΖ´ΖStimulant febrifuge pills] 
– pillole tonico antiperiodiche  
•Ζ ∽ＲＰＩＤＷＺＶＹＶａＴΖ ４ＬＳＰＭＲＬＪＰＺＭＦΖ ｃＨπＲＬＷＦΖ [εlivertos‖unΖ temiżleyiciΖ haplarıΖ ´ εliberto’sΖ
laxative pills] – Pillole purgative di Alibert  

７ＶＲＤＷＨΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＺＣ ··································································································································································································· 21 
[♪oleraΖhakkındaΖ´ΖεboutΖcholeraŞ 

３ＣＭΖＶａＭＷＤΖπＬＷＫＬＲＬＷＦＴΖＦＹＰＳΖＩＬΖＺＨＵＰＳＲＬＷＦΖπＬＪＰＣＴ ··························································································································· 22 
[Saz üzere perdelerin isim ve taksimleri beyân = The names of freds (perde) notes and 
improvisation (taksim) on the saz] 

２ＬｃＴＶａＳＣＪＰΖ≡ＲＳＰΖ‡ＶａＹＰＱＥ–ＰΖ‡ＬＹＷＮＱＥ ·········································································································································23-24 
[Rehnüma-yıΖİlm-i Musiki-iΖρawrıkîΖ´ΖλuideΖtoΖorientalΖmusicŞ 

７ＨＭＰＴＤＪＰΖ‡ＨＷＰｂＤＺ ·································································································································································································· 24 
[Hazine-i Marifet = The treasure of knowledge] 

‡ＬＷＺＭＣＴΖΛＱＶＷＣＲＲＰＶＴΜΖ７ＨＱＱＮＴＣ ·························································································································································24-25 
[ρercanΖhakkındaΖ´ΖεboutΖcoralŞ 

３ＬｃＺＰＨＴＥΖＪＰＣｃＶａＺΖＺＨｃＺＨＪＦΖＪＰＨＲＺＮＭＲＨＳＨＴＥＴΖＶａＹＶａＲＦ ············································································································· 25 
[χahtiyaniΖyahudΖtahtayıΖyaldıżlamanınΖusulüΖ´ΖμowΖtoΖpolishΖleatherΖorΖwoodŞ 

∬ＰＱｈＴＨΖＪＰＣｃＶａＺΖπＶａＴＣΖＺＨ√ＷΖＹＬｆＲＬＷＦΖＺＭＮＲＨＲＨＳＣＱΖＰＺＭＶｉＴΖＩＬＷＴＦＱＮΖＺＬＷＺＰπＦ ······························································ 25 
[İkonaΖyahudΖbunaΖdairΖweyleriΖcılalamakΖiçünΖvernikΖtertibiΖ´ΖμowΖtoΖprepareΖvarnishΖ
for polishing icons and such items] 

４ＭＬＲＦＱΖＪＰＨΖＫＬＳＦＷΖＶａＭＬＷＰＴＤΖＪＰＨＭＥΖＪＰＨＭＳＣΖＪＰＨΖＺＭＰＺＭＤＱΖＶｆＳＨＴＥＴΖＶａＹＶａＲＦ ······································································ 25 
[ÇelikΖyaΖdemirΖüżerineΖyażıΖyażmaΖyaΖçiçekΖoymanınΖusulüΖ´ΖμowΖtoΖengrave text and 
floral motifs on iron or steel] 

３πＦＷＺＶΖＱＨＩＥΖＪＰＨπＳＨＴＥＴΖＶａＹＶＲＦ (sic) ····················································································································································· 25 
[İspirtoΖkâvîΖyapmanınΖusulü = How to make tinder] 

４ＭＶａｃＨＺＣＴΖＲＬＱＤΖＺＭＮＱＨＷＳＨＴＥＴΖＶａＹＶａＲＦ ··············································································································································· 25 
[ÇuhadanΖlekeΖçıkarmanınΖusulüΖ´ΖμowΖtoΖremoveΖstainsΖfromΖfeltŞ 

1255-ΤάΦέΖ ３ＬＩＱＤＺΖ ＳＨＣπΖ ∽ＲＤＳΖ １ＬＴＣｃΖ ３ＶａＲＺＣＴΖ ∽πＺＶｉＲΖ ‡ＬＺＭＦＺΖ ７ＣＴΖ ＬｂＤＴＺＰＳＰＭΖ ｃＨＭＷＬＺＲＬＷＦΖ ＭＰＩＤＷＰΖ
ＭＰＪＴＤＺΖＺＣｃＺＮΖ３ＨｃＨＴＬＪＰＤΖＨＷＨＳＱＰＣｃΖＩＬΖＴＰＹＦＴΖＶＲＺＶａＱＲＨＷＥΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＺＣΖＩＨＱＥΖＶＲＣＴΖ４ＨＷＦｃＺＰＷ ······················· 26  

[1255-1άΧέΖ vevketΖ meâbΖ ÂlemΖ τenâhΖ χultanΖ εbdülΖ ρecîdΖ μanΖ ιfendimiżΖ μażretleriΖ
ziver-i ziynet taht-ıΖvahaneyeΖaramgâhΖveΖniwinΖolduklarıΖhakkındaΖvakiΖolanΖψarihtirΖ
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= 1255-1839. The history on the accession to the most valuable throne of His All-
Mighty Majesty and Distinguished Highness Abdül Mecîd Khan Effendi, Refuge of the 
Universe] 

４ＨπＰＷＴＨＳＤ ·············································································································································································································26-27 
[Tâbirnâme = Dreambook] 
•Ζ２ＶａＪＰＣΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣ [φüyaΖhakkındaΖ´ΖεboutΖdreamsŞ 
•Ζ♭ＲｃＣＳΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣ [İlhamΖhakkındaΖ´ΖεboutΖtheΖθivineΖφevelation89] 

４ＬＩＨＷＰｃＣＺＮΖ∽ＷＨπＦ ··························································································································································································27-32 
[Tevarihât-ıΖεrabîΖ´ΖεrabianΖςightsŞ 

•Ζ‡ＬＷＱＤπΟΖＶＱＰＶｉＭΖＩＬΖＺＭＰｂＺＺＭＦΖｃＬＱＰＨＪＬＹＦΖ[Merkep, öküz ve çiftçi hikâyesi = The Fable of 
the donkey, the ox and the farmer]   
•Ζ♪ＰＶπＤＪＰＲＬΖ７ＶＷＨＭＥＴΖｃＬＱＰＨＪＰＬＹＦ [Köpek ile Horozun hikâyesi = The Fable of the dog 
and the rooster] 

４ＰＶａＷＲＶｉΖ‡ＬＳＨＲＰＱＲＬＷＦＴΖΤά4άΖＹＬＴＬＹＦΖＨＳＨＫＤΖπＶａＲＶａＴＣＴΖＺＶＴＴＨＳＨＲＬＷＦ ····································································· 32 
[Türlü Memaliklerin 1848 senesi amadeΖbulunanΖdonanmalarıΖ´ΖψheΖreadinessΖofΖfleetsΖ
of various countries during 1848] 

∵ＱＶａＫＶｉＭΖ♪ＬＲπＲＬＷＫＤＴΖＮＹＮＷＮＲＣＴΖ７ＨＱＱＮＴＣ ····································································································································· 32 
[οudużΖkelplerdenΖısırılanΖhakkındaΖ´ΖνnΖcaseΖoneΖisΖbittenΖbyΖaΖrabidΖdogŞ 

♪ＨｃＩＤΖ７ＨＱＱＮＴＣ ········································································································································································································ 32 
[οahveΖhakkındaΖ´ΖεboutΖcoffeeŞ 
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∂ｆΖ‡ＶａｃＦπΖ∵ＨｆＷＬＺＱＬＹＲＬＷＰＳＦＭ ·······························································································································································  33-35 

[ιyΖρuhibΖλayretkewlerimiżΖ´ΖθearΖreadersŞ91 
７ＰＴＺＰＹＺＨＴＺＤΖＫＶｉＲΖｃＨＺＶａＴＲＬＷＦΖＫＰＷＦΖＪＰＨＱＺＮＱＲＨＷＮＴＥＴΖＹＶａＷＬＺＦＺＰＷ ··········································································36-37 

[μindistan‖daΖdulΖhatunlarıΖdiriΖyaktıklarınınΖsuretidir = The burning of widows alive 
in India92] 

６ＬＲＬＱＰＨＺＥΖ４ＬＩＷＰＪＰＣ ······················································································································································································37-39 
[Felekât-i Devriyâ = Astronomy] 

•Ζ♪ＬＩＱＤπＰΖ‡ＬＷＦｃΖＱＬｆｂＰＨＺＥΖ７ＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ Ζ [Kevkeb-iΖρerihΖkeyfiyetiΖhakkınaΖ´ΖεboutΖ theΖ
state of the planet Mars] 

                                                      
89 The Angel appears to Joseph and reveals the coming slaughter of the infants by Herod urging him to take 

Mary and new-born Jesus and flee to Egypt. 
90 12 November 1849. 
91 A note about the forthcoming publication of articles on the geography of various districts of Anatolia. In 

the text, Evangelinos Misailidis kindly asks his readers to send him information on the population, the 
archaeological monuments, information about schools, churches, mosques, etc. 

92 It is the title of the article, which is also the caption of the accompanying gravure.  
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•Ζ♪ＬＩＱＤπＰΖ‡ＶａＹＺＬＷＦΖＱＬｆｂＰＨＺＥΖ７ＨＱＱＮＴＣΖΖ[Kevkeb-iΖρusteriΖkeyfiyetiΖhakkındaΖ´ΖεboutΖ
the state of the planet Jupiter] 
•Ζ♪ＬＩＱＤπＰΖÅＶａｃＣＲΖＱＬｆｂＰＨＺＥΖ７ＨＱＱＮＴＣΖΖ[Kevkeb-iΖZuhalΖkeyfiyetiΖhakkınaΖ´ΖεboutΖtheΖ
state of the planet Neptune] 
•Ζ♪ＬＩＱＤπＰΖ７ＬＷＹＦＲΖＱＬｆｂＰＨＺＥΖ７ＨＱＱＮＴＣΖΖ[Kevkeb-iΖμersilΖkeyfiyetiΖhakkınaΖ´ΖAbout the 
state of the planet Uranus93] 
•Ζ ♪ＶａＪＰＶａＷＶａＱＲＶｉΖ ∵ＰＮＲＺＮＭＲＣＷΖ ♪ＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ ΛsicΜΖ [οuyrukluΖ ύıldıżlarΖ hakkınaΖ ´Ζ εboutΖ
comets] 
•Ζ ♪ＬＩＨＱＰπＲＬＷＦＴΖ ３ＶＲＨＱＲＨＷＥΖ ΛａπＶπＲＨＴＥＺＨＰΖ ＥΖ ∫ＶＷａｂｈＷＶＰΜΖ ７ＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ [Kevakiblerin 
χolaklarıΖhakkındaΖ´ΖεboutΖsub-planets and satellites] 
•Ζ‡ＣｃΖＱＬｆｂＰＪＰＨＺＥΖ７ＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ[ρahΖkeyfiyetiΖhakkınaΖ´ΖεboutΖtheΖρoonŞ 
•ΖΆＰ ４ＶａＺＶａＲＳＨＹＮＴＥＴ ＹＬπＬπＦ [Ay Tutulmasının sebebi = The causes of lunar eclipses] 
•Ζ ♪ＰＶｉＴΖ ４ＶａＺＶａＲＳＨＹＮＴＥＴΖ ＹＬπＬπＦΖ [λünΖ ψutulmasınınΖ sebebiΖ ´Ζ ψhe causes of solar 
eclipses] 

≡ＲＳＰΖ７ＰＶＱＨＳＣ ···································································································································································································  39-40 
[İlm-i Hükema = Medicine] 

•Ζ∵ＱＶｉＸΖＹＰＶａＫＦΖ[οuwΖsütüΖ´ΖμenΖmilkŞΖ– latte di Gallina  
•Ζ １ＬｉＹｅＴΖ ＴＨＳΖ ７ＰＱＰＨＳＨＴＥＴΖ ＹＮＺＳＣΖ ＹＬＷπＬＺＦΖ [τefsonΖ namΖ μükemanınΖ sıtmaΖ werbeti 
=τefson‖sΖfebrifugeΖpotionŞΖ– pozione stibio opiacea di Peysson  
•Ζ ∝ＤＲπＶΖ ＴＨＳΖ７ＬＱＰＳＦＴΖ ＳＬＩＲＦＺΖ ＹＬＷπＬＺＦ [ϊelpoΖ namΖμükeminΖmevlitΖ werbetiΖ ´Ζϊelpo‖sΖ
osteric potion] – Pozione Osterica di Velpeau 
•Ζ‡ＰＫＬＪＰＤΖＱＶａＩＩＤＺΖＩＬＷＰＺＭＦΖＹＬＷπＤＺΖ [ρideyeΖkuvvetΖvericiΖwerbetΖ´ Stomach and tonic 
potion] – Pozione tonica e stomatica  
•Ζ ４ＬＳＰＭＲＬＪＰＺＭＦΖ ＹＬＷπＤＺΖ ＺＶＭＶｉΖ [ψemiżleyiciΖ werbet tozu = Laxative powder] – Polvore 
purgativa 
•Ζ†ＬＩＥΖＴＨＳΖｃＬＱＰＳＦＴΖ４ＨＳＰＷＣＺΖＱＨＷＮＹＺＮＷＳＨＹＥΖ[πevisΖnamΖhekiminΖtamiratΖkarıwtırmasıΖ´Ζ
πevi‖sΖanalepticΖmixtureŞΖ– Mistura analeptica de levvis 

７ＨＭＰＴＤｆΖ‡ＨＷＰｂＤＺ ····························································································································································································  40-41 
[Hazine-i Marifet = The treasure of knowledge] 

•Ζ♪ＮπＷＥＭΖＬＲＳＨＹＥΖΛ∽ＳＤＯａＹＺＶＸΜ [οıbrısΖelmasıΖ´ΖεmethystŞ 
•Ζ♪ＰＨπＤΖ４ＨＹＥΖΛ７ＨＲＱＮＫｈＴＰＶＸΜ [οâbeΖψawıΖ´ΖηhalcedonyŞ 
•Ζ３ＶａＲＬｆＳＣＴΖＫＨＹＥΖΛ≒ＴａＵΜ [χüleymanΖψawıΖ´ΖσnyxŞ 
•Ζ７ＨＱＥＱΖΛ３ＣＷＫＰＶＴΜ [Hakik = Sardine stone] 
•Ζ０πＣＲＲＰＶＸ [Opalios = Opal] 
•Ζ∽ＩＬＴＺＶａＷＦＴＶＴ [Aventurinon = Aventurine]  
•Ζ∽ｃＣＺＮＸΖ[Ahatis = Agate]  

‡πＨＱＥＷΖＱＨＳπＥΖＱＰＶａＳＶｉＸΖＳＰＹＨＲＦΖＪＰＨπＳＨＴＥＴΖＶａＹＶａＲＦ ············································································································ 41 
[ζakırΖkambıΖgümüwΖmisaliΖyapmanınΖusulüΖ´ΖχilverΖplatingΖofΖcopperŞ 

２ＬｃＴＶａＳＣＪＰΖ≡ＲＳＰΖ‡ＶａＹＰＱＥ–ＰΖ‡ＬＹＷＮＱＥ ················································································································································· 42 
[Rehnüma-yıΖİlm-i Musiki-iΖρawrıkîΖ´ΖλuideΖto oriental music] 

４ＨπＰＷＴＨＳＤ ·············································································································································································································43-44 
                                                      

93 The planet Uranus was discovered by Sir Frederick William Herschel in 1781. 
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[Tâbirnâme = Dreambook] 
４ＬＩＨＷＰｃＣＺＮΖ∽ＷＨπＦ ··························································································································································································44-48 

[Tevârihât-ıΖεrabîΖ´ΖεrabianΖςightsŞ 
•Ζ１ＨＭＰＷＱＰＣＴΖＰＲＤΖ４ＭＦＴΖ７ＰＱＰＨＪＬＹＦ [Bezirgân ile Cin Hikâyesi = The Story of the peddler 
and the hob] 
•Ζ∬ＩＩＬＲＱＦΖ１ＰＷＦＴΟΖ♪ＬＪＦＱＰＲＬΖ７ＬＱＰＨＪＬＹＦ [EvvelkiΖτîr‖inΖλeyikΖileΖμikâyesiΖ´ΖψheΖχtoryΖofΖ
the first elder and the deer  
•Ζ♭ＱＰＴＺＭＦΖ１ＦＷＰＲＬΖ‡ＨｆＳＶｉＴΖＩＬΖ４ＰＲＱＦΖ７ＰＱＰＨＪＬＹＦ [İkinciΖτîrΖileΖρaymunΖveΖψilkiΖμikâyesiΖ´Ζ
The the Story of the second elder, the monkey and the fox] 

∵ＨＭＤＲＰΖ†ＬＭＰＭＦ ················································································································································································································ 48 
[Gazel-i Lezizî = The Poem of Lezizî] 

 

 

Issue 4 
ψewrin-i sâni (Nov.) 22 / Muharrem 17, 126694  

 
∬ａＷｊπＨΖＰＲＤΖ∽ＴＨＫＶＲＶｉＴΖ６ＨＷＱＥ ···························································································································································49-50 

[εvrupaΖileΖεnadolu‖nunΖκarkıΖ´ΖψheΖdifferenceΖbetweenΖtheΖσrientΖandΖιuropeŞ 
４ＶｉＷΖ３ＰＴＨＴＥＴΖ３ＶａＷＬＺＦΖＩＤΖＴＨＱＲＰＪＰＬＺＦＫＰＷ ······································································································································51-52 

[Tur-iΖχina‖nınΖχureti ve Nakliyetidir = Tour and image of Mount Sinai] 
２ＶａＭＴＨＳＤＰΖ∬πＬＫＰＪＰＤＺ ·····················································································································································································53-54 

[Ruznâme-i Ebediyet = Eternal Calendar ] 
•Ζ†ＰＹＣＴＰΖ３ＶａＷＰＨＴＦΖＶａＭＷＤΖＬＹＨＳＬＲＬＷＦΖＳπＬＪＰＣＴΖ [Lisan-ıΖχüryanî üzere esameleri beyân = 
The names of the months in Syriac] 
•Ζ７ＬｂＺＨＴＥＴΖＷＶａＳＦＺＭＬΖＬＹＨＳＬＲＬＷＦΖ[μaftanınΖφumcaΖesameleriΖ´ΖψheΖdaysΖofΖtheΖweekΖinΖ
Modern Greek] 
•Ζ∵ＰＶＴＨＴＦＺＭＬΖＬＹＨＳＬＲＬＷＦ [Yunanca esameleri = The days of the week in Greek] 
•Ζ∽ＷＨπＦＺＭＬ ＬＹＨＳＬＲＬＷＦ [Arapça esameleri = The days of the week in Arabic] 
•Ζ６ＨＷＦＹＺＭＬ ＬＹＨＳＬＲＬＷＦ [Farwça esameleri = The days of the week in Persian] 
•Ζ ‡ＰＶａＹＲＰＳＨＴＲＬＷＦＴΖ Λ０ＯｅＳＨＴｊＴΜΖ ４ＨＷＰｃＲＬＷＦΖ [ρüslümanlarınΖ ψarihleriΖ ´Ζ ρuslimΖ
chronology] 
•Ζ♭ｅＴＨＴＰＲＬＷＦＴΖ４ＨＷＰｃＦΖ[ύunanîların Tarihi = Ionian chronology] 
•Ζ‡ＨｃΖｃＰＹＨπＥΖＶａＭＷＤΖ∽ｆＲＬＷＰＴＦＴΖＬＹＨＳＬＲＬＷＦΖＳπＬＪＰＣＴΖ [ρahΖhesabıΖüżreΖaylarınΖesameleriΖ
beyân = The names of lunar months] 
•Ζ ‡ＮＹＮＷＲＮＲＨＷＥＴΖ Λ∽ＰＪａπＺＦｅＴΜΖ ４ＨＷＰｃＦΖ [ρısırlılarınΖ ψarihiΖ ´Ζ εncientΖ ιgyptianΖ
chronology] 
•Ζ∽ｆＲＬＷＰＴＦＴΖＬＹＨＳＬＲＬＷＦΖＳπＬＪＰＣＴΖ[εylarınΖesameleriΖbeyânΖ´ΖψheΖnamesΖofΖtheΖmonthsΖ
in Ancient Egyptian] 
•Ζ∵ＰＨｃＶａＫＰＲＬＷＦＴ ４ＨＷＰｃＦΖ[Yahudilerin Tarihi = Jewish chronology] 

                                                      
94  3 Dec.1850. 
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•Ζ ∽ｆＲＬＷＰＴＦＴΖ ＬＹＨＳＬＲＬＷＦΖ ＳＨＲＰＶｉＳΖ ＳπＬＪＰＣＴΖ [εylarınΖ esameleriΖ malṭmΖ beyânΖ ´Ζ ψheΖ
common names of months in Hebrew] 
•Ζ∽ＺＭＬＳＲＬＷＦＴΖΛ１ＬＷＹｊＴΜΖ４ＨＷＰｃＦΖ [Acemlerin Tarihi = Persian chronology] 
•Ζ４ＭＰＴＲＬＷＦＴΖΛ３ＰＴｊＴΜΖ４ＨＷＰｃＦΖ[Çinlerin Tarihi = Chinese chronology] 
•Ζ７ＰＴＫＰＹＺＨＴＲＮＲＨＷＥＴΖΛ♭ＴＫｊＴΜΖ４ＨＷＰｃＦΖ[μindistanlılarınΖψarihiΖ´ΖνndianΖchronologyŞ 
•Ζ†ＨＺＰＴＲＬＷＦＴΖ４ＨＷＰｃＦΖ[Latinlerin Tarihi = Latin chronology] 

≡ＲＳＰΖ‡ＶａＹＰＱＥＰΖ‡ＬＹＷＮＱＥ ··········································································································································································55-57 
[İlm-i Musiki-iΖρawrıkîΖ´ΖψheΖskillΖofΖorientalΖmusic] 

７ＨＭＰＴＤｆΖ‡ＨＷＰｂＤＺ ····························································································································································································  57-58 
[Hazine-i Mârifet = The treasure of knowledge] 

•Ζ３ＬＲＪＰＣＴΖＫＨＹＥΖΛＪＷＨＴＦＺＮＸΜΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ[χelyanΖtawıΖhakkındaΖ´ΖεboutΖgraniteŞ 
•Ζ ３ＬＳＹＰＪＰＤΖ ＺＨＹＥΖ Λ１ＷＨＹＦＺＮＸΖＥΖ ｃＷａＹｈπＷＨＹＶＸΜΖ ｃＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ [vemsiyeΖ tawıΖhakkındaΖ ´ΖεboutΖ
emerald] 
•Ζ１ＬＷＶａＭＤΖＫＨＹＥΖΛ１ＬＷＶｉＭＰＶＴΜΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ[κirużeΖtawıΖhakkındaΖ´ΖεboutΖturquoiseŞ 
•Ζ†ＨＭＶａＷＦΖＫＨＹＥΖΛ†ＨＭＶｉＷＰＶＴΜΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ[πażuriΖtawıΖhakkındaΖ´ΖεboutΖπapisΖπażuliŞ 
•Ζ４ＶａＷＳＨＲＦＴＶＸΖＺＨπＦＷΖＬＺＫＰＱＲＬＷＦΖＫＨＸΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ[ψurmalinosΖtabirΖettikleriΖtawΖhakkındaΖ´Ζ
About Tourmaline] 
•Ζ‡ＬｃＤＪＱΖ ＫＨＹＥΖ Λ∝ＨＭＣＲＺＮＸΟΖ ＩＨＹＨＴＦＺＮＸΖ †ａＫＦＨΖ ＥΖ ‰ＷＨＱＲＬＦＨΖ ＲＦＯＶＸΜΖ ｃＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ [ρihenkΖ tawıΖ
hakkındaΖ´ΖζasaltΟΖtouchstoneŞ 

４ＨπＰＷＴＨＳＤ ·············································································································································································································58-59 
[Tâbirnâme = Dreambook] 

•Ζ∂ＩＩＬＲＨΖＨＺＤＸΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ[ιvvelaΖatewΖhakkındaΖ´ΖκirstΖaboutΖfireŞ 
４ＬＩＨＷＰｃＣＺＮΖ∽ＷＨπＦ ··························································································································································································59-64 

[Tevarihât-ıΖεrabîΖ´ΖεrabianΖNights] 
•Ζ‡πＨＲＦＱΖ∽ＩＭＮＹＥΖ７ＬＱＰＨＪＬＹＦ [ζalıkΖεvcısıΖμikâyesiΖ´ΖψheΖκableΖofΖtheΖfishermanŞ 
•Ζ∽ＺＭＤＳΖ３ＨｃＦΖＰＲＤΖ∫ＬＩＷＣＴΖ７ＬＱＰＳＦＴΖ７ＬＱＰＨＪＬＹＦ [εcemΖvahıΖileΖθevranＰΖμekiminΖμikâyesiΖ´Ζ
The Fable of the Persian Shah and Devran the doctor]  

３πＣＷＺＨＲＮΖ ７ｈＺＭＶＪＲＶａΖ ７ΡΖ ♯ＬｈＫｅＷＶＸΖ ＭＨＫＤΖ ＳＶａｃＦπΖ ＫＶＹＺＶａＳＶｉＭΖ ７ＨＩＨＺＭＣΖ ∽ＴＺｊＴＰＶＸΖ ３ＨＫＮＱＥΖ ＬｂＤＴＫＰΖ
７ＨＭＷＬＺＲＬＷＰＴＦＴΖ∵ＨＭＬＲＦＫＰＷΡΖ‡ＬＷｃＶｉＳΖ３ＬＩＫＨ√Ζ７ΡΖ∽ＪＣπＰＶＹＫＨＴΖＺＨｃＳＦＸΖＶＲＨＷＣＱ ·························································· 64 

[νspartalıΖ μocao:luΖ μacıΖ ψheodorosΖ żadeΖ muhibΖ dostumużΖ μavâceΖ εntoniosΖ χadıkîΖ
ιfendiΖ μażretlerininΖ λażelidirΡΖ ρerhumΖ χevdaîΖ μacıΖ εgapios‖danΖ tahmisΖ olarakΖ ´Ζ εΖ
poemΖcomposedΖbyΖtheΖlateΖμacıΖεgapiosΖχevdaîΖforΖourΖbelovedΖfriendΖμacıΖεntoniosΖ
χadıkîΖιfendiΟΖsonΖofΖχpartalıΖμocaogluΖμacıΖψheodorosΖżadeŞ 
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Issue 5 
Kânun-ıΖevvelΖ1ά5ΣΖΛθecΡΖΧΣΜΖΖχaferΖΦ7ΟΖ1Φ6695  

３ＨＲＴＨＳＤＪＰΖ∬πＬＫＰＪＤＺΖΛ７ＷＶＴＶＲＶＪＰＱｈＴΖＨＰｊＴＰＶＴΜ  ·····················································································································65-71 
[Salnâme-yi Ebediyet = Eternal Calendar] 

•Ζ ΥάΖ ∫ＤＩＷＰ ３ＬＳＹＰＪＰＤ (ＮＲＦＶａ ♪ｉＱＲＶＰ) ｃＨＱＱＮＴＣ [28 Devr-iΖ vemsiyeΖ hakkınaΖ ´Ζ ψheΖ ΦάΖ
cycles of the Sun]. 
•Ζ ∫ＤＩＷＰΖ ‡ＨｃＮＪＰＤΖ Λ３ＬＲＥＴＮＸΖ ♪ｉＱＲＶＰΜΖ ｃＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ [θevriΖ mahiyeΖ hakkınaΖ ´Ζ ψheΖ πunarΖ
circles] 
•Ζ４ＬＳＤＲＰΖＳＨｃＮＪＰＤΖΛ♯ＬＳＤＲＰＶＴΖ３ＬＲＥＴＮＸΜΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ[Temel-iΖmahiyeΖhakkınaΖ´ΖηomputusΖ
Golden Number] 
•Ζ♭ＴＫＰＱＺＰｊＴΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ[νndiktionΖhakkınaΖ´ΖεboutΖindictionŞ 
•ΖΤΥΖ∽ｆＲＬＷＦＴΖＰＲＨＩＬＲＬＷＦΖΛ∬πＨＱＺＨＦΜΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ[1ΦΖεylarınΖilaveleriΖhakkınaΖ´ΖιpactsΖofΖtheΖ
12 months] 
•Ζ１ＣＹｃＨＴＮＴΖＷＣＹＺΖＶＲＫＶａＪＶｉΖΦ5ΖＪＱＰＶａＴＲＬＷＦＴΖＹＬπＬπＦΖ [τasha‖nınΖrastΖoldu:uΖΧ5ΖgünlerinΖ
sebebi = Why 35 days are required for Easter to be correctly estimated] 
•Ζ ４ＬＺＭＷＶａπＨＹＥΖ ＳπＬＷΖ ＩＤＺＭＰΖ ＨＺＥΖ ＳπＬＪＰＣＴΖ 5ΣΖ ＹＬＴＤΖ ＰＺＭＶｉＴΟΖ ＩＬΖ 4Ζ ＹＬＴＬＫＤΖ ＳπＰＷΖ ∝ＦＹＬＱＺＶＸ 
[Tecrübesi ber vech-i âtî beyân 50 sene içün ve 4 senede bir Visektos = The leap 
years (annus bissextilis) over the next 50 years 96] 
•Ζ∽ｂＰＺＣπΖｃＰＹＨπＥΖｃＬＷΖＨ√ＴΖＱＨＺＭＣＷΖＪＱＰＶａＴＫＤＴΖＰＳπＨＷＤＺΖＰＫＶａＱＰＴＦΖＳπＶａＲＳＨＴＥＴΖＶａＹＶａＲＦ [Âfitâb 
hesabıΖ herΖ ayınΖ kaçarΖ gündenΖ ibaretΖ idü:ünüΖbulmanınΖusulüΖ ´ΖμowΖ toΖ findΖ theΖ
number of days in each month based on solar years] 
•Ζ ∽ｂＰＺＣπΖ ｃＰＹＨπＥΖ ＶＲＣＴΖ ＨｆＲＬＷＦＴΖ ｃＬＷΖ ＳπＰＷＦΟΖ ｃＬｂＺＨＴＥＴΖ ｃＣＴＱＰΖ ＪＱＰＶａＴＰＴＤΖ ＺＨＹＨＺＫＦＷΖ ＬＺＫＰＪＰＴＦΖ
ＳπＶａＲＳＨＴＥＴΖ ＶａＹＶａＲＦΖ [ÂfitâbΖ hesabıΖ olanΖ aylarınΖ herΖ biriΟΖ haftanınΖ hangiΖ gününeΖ
tesatüfΖetti:iniΖbulmanınΖusulüΖ´ΖμowΖtoΖfindΖtheΖfirstΖdayΖofΖeachΖmonthΖbasedΖonΖ
solar years] 
•Ζ７ＤＷΖ‡ＨｃＥＴΖＪＶａＷＷＨＹＥΖΛＴＤＨΖＹＬＲＥＴＮΜΖ∽ｂＰＺＣπΖｃＰＹＨπＥΖＨｆＲＬＷＦＴΖＱＣＴＱＮΖＪＱＰＶａＴＰＴＤΖＺＨＹＨＺＫＦｂΖ
ΛＹｉＳπＺｅＹＰＸΜΖ ＬＺＫＰＪＰＴＦΖ ＳπＶａＲＳＨＴＥＴΖ ＶａＹＶＲＦΖ [μerΖmahınΖ gurresiΖ ÂfitâbΖ hesabıΖ aylarınΖ
hangiΖ gününeΖ tesadüfΖ etti:iniΖbulmanınΖusulüΖ ´ΖμowΖ toΖ calculateΖ theΖdayΖofΖ theΖ
new Moon based on solar years] 

≡ＲＳＰΖ‡ＶａＹＰＱＥＰΖ‡ＬＹＷＥＱＮ ··········································································································································································72-73 
[İlm-i Musikı-i Mewrikî = The Science of oriental music] 

•Ζ∬ＲΖπＬＹＷＬｂＦΖＶａＹＶａＲＲＬＷＦΖＳπＬＪＰＣＴΖ[ιlΖpewrev-i usulleri beyân = The names of musical 
overtures97] 

４ＶｃＩＤ ·························································································································································································································73-74 
[Tövbe = Shame!98] 

                                                      
95 12 Jan. 1850. 
96 The table contains the next fifty years from 1851 to 1899. 
97 τewrev = the best-known form of music, usually of four parts, used with long rhythmic patterns and played 

at the beginning of a classical musical performance according the Lexicon of Redhouse.  
98 These are narratives of this sort, titled “exclamation”ΡΖ The short, ironic (and misogynic) story of the 

encounter of two old friends, one from Smyrna, the other from Istanbul. The one from Istanbul recollects 
his recent misfortunes to his old friend, particularly his recent marriage to an ugly woman, and the 
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•Ζ∫ＰＱＤＷΖ４ＶｃＩＤΖ[θi:erΖψövbeΖ´ΖεnΖanotherΖnarrativeŞΖ 
４ＨπＰＷＴＨＳＤ ·············································································································································································································74-75 

[Tâbirnâme = Dreambook] 
４ＬＩＨＷＰｃＣＺＮΖ∽ＷＨπＦ ··························································································································································································75-77 

[Tevârihât-ıΖArabî = Arabian Nights] 
•Ζ♪ＨＷＤΖΛsicΜΖＨＫＨＲＣＷΖｃＰＶＴＱＰＨＷＥΖｃＬＱＰＨＪＰＬＹＦΖ[Kara adalar Hünkâri hikayesi = The story of 
the King of the Black Isles] 

７ＰＱＳＤＺＰΖ∬ＷＱＨＳＣＺΖΛ♯ＨｉＳＨＺＨΖ∽ＷＰＯＳＮＺＰＱＥＸΜ ································································································································77-80 
[Hikmet-i Erkamât = The Wonders of Arithmetic] 

•Ζ ‡πＰＷΖ ＨＫＤＳΖ ＨＱＲＮＴＫＤΖ ＱＨＺＭΖ ＫＶａＺＫＶａＪＶａＴＶｉΖ ＳπＰＲＳＬＴＦＴΖ ＶａＹＶＲＦΖ [ζirΖ adamΖ aklındaΖ kaçΖ
tuttu:unuΖbilmeninΖusulüΖ´ΖμowΖtoΖfindΖtheΖnumberΖheldΖbyΖsomeoneΖinΖhisΖmindŞ 
•Ζ３ＨＷｂＥＴΖΛ１ＶＲＲＨπＲＨＹＰＨＹＳｈＸΜΖＪＰＬＱＰＶａＴＰＴＦΖＳπＰＷΖＺＭＰＴＸΖＷＨＱＣＳΖＪＱＬＺＰＷＳＬＴＦＴΖＶａＹＶａＲＦΖ[χarfınΖ
yekûnunu bir cins rakam getirmenin usulü = How to find the result of 
multiplication using a magical number] 
•Ζ１πＶａΖｃＬＹＨπＲＨＷＥΖＫＨｃＦΖＬｃＩＤＴΖＹＶａＷＤＺＰＲＬΖＪＱＬＺＰＷＳＤＱΖＰＹＺＤＷＹＬＴΟΖＳπＶａΖＺＨＷＭＣΖＪＰＨπＣＷＹＮＴΖ[Bu 
hesaplarıΖ dahiΖ ehvenΖ suretiyleΖ getirmekΖ istersenΟΖ buΖ tarżaΖ yaparsınΖ ´Ζ ϋaysΖ forΖ
swift numerical calculations] 

≡ＲＳＰΖｃＨＳπＤＷ ················································································································································································································ 80 
[İlm-i haber = Announcement] 

 

 

Issue 6 
Kânun-ıΖsaniΖ1ά5ΣΖΛξanΡΖΦ5ΜΖΖφebiulΖevvelΖ1ΦΟΖ1Φ6699  

 
４ＭＨＴＣΖ ＰＶＲＶｉＳΖ ＭＶａｃＶｉＷΖ ＰＺＫＰＷＰＺＭＦΖ ｃＨＺＨＲＤＷΟΖ ＩＤΖ ＣｂΖ ＶＲＶａＴＳＨＹＥΖ ＳＰＳＱＦＴΖ ＱＰＶａＴＨｃＲＣＷΖ Λ１ＬＷＦΖ ＺｅＴΖ
ＯＨＴＨＹＦＳｅＴΖＱＨＰΖＹａＪＪＴｅＹＺｊＴΖＨＳＨＷＺＮＳＣＺｅＴΡΜΖ７ＨＱＱＮＴＣ ·····························································································81-85 

[Cana ölümΖ żuhurΖ ettiriciΖ hatalarΖ veΖ afΖ olunmasıΖ mümkünΖ günahlarΖ hakkınaΖ ´Ζ σnΖ
mortal and forgiven sins] 

３ＨＲＴＨＳＤＪＰΖ∬πＰＫＰＪＰＤＺ ·····················································································································································································85-90 
[Salnâme-yi Ebediyet] 

•ΖςＶＳＰＱｈＴΖ６ＣＹＱＨΖ７ＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ[¶omikonΖκaskaΖhakkınaΖ´ΖσnΖtheΖNomikon Faska100] 
•Ζ ∽ｂＰＺＣπΖ ｃＰＹＨπＥΖ ＨｆＲＤＷΖ ｃＬｂＺＨＴＥＴΖ ｃＣＴＱＮΖ ＪＱＰＶａＴＬＴＤΖ ＺＨＹＨＺＫＦｂΖ ＰＫＬＺＭＬＪＰＴＦΖ ＳπＶａＲＳＨＴＥＴΖ
ＶａＹＶａＲＦΖ [ÂfitâpΖhesabıΖaylarΖhaftanınΖhangiΖgününeΖtesadüfΖedece:iniΖbulmasınınΖ
usulü = Finding which month corresponds to which day of the week based on the 
solar year] 
•Ζ∽πｈＱＷＬＨＪＰΖＳπＶａＲＳＨＴＥＴΖＶａＹＶａＲＦΖ[εpokreayıΖbulmanınΖusulüΖ´ΖηalculatingΖtheΖdateΖ
of Carnival] 

                                                                                                                                                                       
burning down of his new apartment in ζeyo:luΡΖψheΖonlyΖgoodΖnewsΖisΖthatΖtheΖwifeΖwsΖburnedΖtogetherΖ
with the house. 

99  5 Feb. 1850. 
100 Nomikon Faska is the calculus of Jewish Pesach according to the Julian calender. 
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•Ζ ２ＬＹＶａＲＲＬＷＦＴΖ １ＬＷｃＰＭＦΖ Λ‰Ζ ＴＮＹＺＬＦＨΖ ＺｅＴΖ ∽πＶＹＺｈＲｅＴΜΖ ７ＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ [Resullerin perhizi  
hakkınaΖ´ΖψheΖκastingΖofΖμolyΖεpostlesΖθayŞ 
•Ζ４ＭＶｉＳＲＬΖ∽ＭＰＭＲＬＷＦＴΖΛ４ｅＴΖ∽ＪＦｅＴΖ１ＣＴＺｅＴΜΖＬｅＷＺＮＹＦΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ [Cümle Azizlerin yortusu 
hakkınaΖ´ΖεllΖχaintsΖθayŞ 
•Ζ ４ＷＰｊＫＰＶＴΖ ＳπＨＹＲＨＳＨＹＥΖ ｃＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ [ψriodionΖ bawlamasıΖ hakkınaΖ ´Ζ ηoncerningΖ theΖ
beginning of Pre-Lenten] 
•Ζ ∬ｅＯＰＴｈＴΖ ＩＬΖ∇ｃＶＸΖ ｃＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ [ιothinonΖ veΖ νhosΖ hakkınaΖ ´Ζ ηoncerningΖ theΖρatinalΖ
and Echos101] 

４ＨπＰＷＴＨＳＤ ·············································································································································································································90-92 
[Tabirname = Dreambook] 
•Ζ３Ｖａ ΛｉＫｅＷΜΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ[χuΖhakkınaΖ´ΖεboutΖwaterŞ 
•Ζ∵ＱＬＳＦＰＲＬΖｃＮＷＥＺΖΛＴＨａＺＰＲＦＨΜΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ[λemiyleΖhiritΖhakkınaΖ´ΖεboutΖboatsŞ 
•Ζ∵ＰＤＷΖΛ∵ＮΜΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ[ύerΖhakkınaΖ´ΖεboutΖtheΖιarthŞ 

‡ＬＫＰＴＤＪＰΖ１ＷＶｉＹＨ ·····························································································································································································92-93 
[Medine-yi Bursa = The town of Prusa] 

¶ＶＹＶＱＶＳＬＦＶＴΖＺＮＸΖ３ＳｉＷＴＮＸ ······································································································································································93-95 
[The Hospital of Smyrna] 

∫ＬＷＩＦＹＰＲＬΖ∫ＬＩＤΖ７ＬＱＰＨＪＬＹＦ ··············································································································································································· 95 
[θerviwΖileΖθeveΖμikayesiΖ´ΖψheΖθervishΖandΖtheΖcamelŞ 

４ＶｃＩＤ ································································································································································································································· 95 
[Tövbe = Shame!] 

∵ＱＨＭＤＲＰΖ６ＬＺｃＦΟΖ‡ＶａｃＨＳＳＤＸ ············································································································································································· 96 
[Gazeli Fethî, Muhammes = The poem of Fethî in five-line stanzas (Muhammes)] 

•Ζ♪ＨＲＬＴＫＬＷＦＪＰΖ３ＬＫＨＪＦ  [Kalenderiyye Sedaî = The mystic poem of Sedaî] 
•Ζ ♪ＨＲＬＴＫＬＷＦＪＰΖ１ＬＷＺＬＩＦΟΖ‡ＶａｃＨＳＳＤＸ [Kalenderiyye Pertevî, Muhammes = The mystic 
poem of Pertevî in five-line stanzas] 

７ＬＫＰＪＰＤΖ７ＬＱＰＨＪＬＹＦ ··································································································································································································· 96 
[Hediye Hikayesi = The history of the gift] 

 

 

Issue 7 
vubatΖΛκebΡΖΦΣΜΖ1ά5ΣΖΖφebiülΖahirΖ1έΟΖ1Φ66102  

 
♪ＰＶａＴＨｃＲＤＷΖ７ＨＱＱＮＴＣ ·············································································································································································· 97-101 

[λünahlarΖΖhakkınaΖ´ΖεboutΖsinsŞ 
∽ｂＪＰｈＴΖ♪ＨＷＣΖ７ＰＹＨＷＮＴＥＴΖ３ＶａＷＬＺＦＫＰＷ··················································································································································· 101 

[εfyonΖοarahisarı‖nınΖχuretidirΖ´ΖτicturesΖofΖεfyonΖοarahisarŞ 
∽ｂＪＰｈＴΖ♪ＨＷＣΖ７ＰＹＨＷＮＴＥＴΖ¶ＨＱＲＰＪＰＬＺＦＫＰＷ ······························································································································ 101-102 

[εfyonΖοarahisarınınΖςakliyetidirΖ´ΖψourΖofΖεfyonΖοarahisarŞ 
                                                      

101 How to calculate the Echos and the Matinal to be chanted at the beginning of Pre-Lenten period. 
102 4 March 1850. 
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７ＣＲＱΖＳＨπＬＪＰＴＰＴＺＤΖＳＬＹｃＶｉＷΖＶＲＣＴΖＱＮＪＰＣＹＮΖＳπＨＺＮＲＤΖΛ∫ＬＰＹＰＫＨＰＳＶＴＦＨＰΖ∫ＮＳｊＫＬＰＸΜΖ 
７ＨＱＱＮＴＣ ·········································································································································································································· 102-104 

[μalkΖmâbeynindeΖmewhurΖolanΖkıyâs-ıΖbâtileΖhakkınaΖ´ΖεboutΖtheΖnaivitiesΖofΖpopularΖ
superstitions] 

４ＨｃＺＣΖＱＬｃＲＬＹＰＴＦΖΛＱｈＷａＭＨΜΖＫＤｂΖＬＺＳＬＴＦＴΖＳＨＲＰＺＭＬＹＦ··················································································································· 104 
[Tahta kehlesini def etmenin malicesi = How to remove coryza from wood] 

∵ＰＮＳＮＷＺＨＪＦΖΛｅｈＴΜΖ４ＭＥＲＱΖｈＲＳＨＫＨＴΖＺＭＶＱΖＩＨＱＥＺΖｃＮｂＭΖＬＺＳＬＴＦＴΖＶａＹＶａＲＦ ······················································· 104-105 
[ύumurtayıΖ cılkΖ olmadanΖ çokΖ vakitΖ hıfżΖ etmeninΖ usulüΖ ´ΖμowΖ toΖ prevent eggs from 
rotting] 

３ＶａΖＰＲＤΖＪＰＨＭＳＣΖＱＰＨｃＰＫＦΖΛ５ＫＷＶＪＷＨｂＰＱｈＸΖｃＣＷＺＮＸΜ ························································································································· 105 
[χuΖileΖyażmaΖka:ıdıΖ´ΖμydrographicΖpaperŞ 

３ＬＱＤＷΖΛＭＣｃＨＷＰＸΜΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣ ·································································································································································· 105-106 
[vekerΖhakkınaΖ´ΖεboutΖsugarŞ 

•Ζ １ＨＴＺＭＣＷΖ ΛＱＶＱＱＰＴＶＪＶｉＲＰＨΜΖ ＹＬＱＬＷＦΖ ７ＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ [τancarΖ wekeriΖ hakkınaΖ ´Ζ χugarΖ fromΖ
beets] 
•Ζ♭ＶａＭＶｉＳΖＹＬＱＬＷＦΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ[ÜżümΖwekeriΖhakkınaΖ´ΖχugarΖfromΖgrapesŞ 

‡πＨＲＥΖＺＬＳＰＭＲＬＳＬＹＦＴΖＶａＹＶａＲＦ ··································································································································································· 106 
[ζalıΖtemiżlemesinΖusulüΖ´ΖμowΖtoΖcleanΖupΖhoneyŞ 

∫ＰＹＲＬＷＦΖΛＶＫｈＴＺＬＸΜΖｃＥＩＭΟΖＬＺＳＬＴＦＴΖＶａＹＶａＲＦΖ103 ································································································································· 106 
[θiwleriΖhıfżΖetmeninΖusulüΖ´ΖμowΖtoΖkeepΖyourΖteethΖhealthy] 

∽ｃＭＶａＨＺＨＫＤΖＳＬＹｃＶｉＷΖＶＲＣＴΖＲｈＴＫＷＨΟΖＶＱＱＣΟΖＩＬΖＫＷＬＳΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣ ·························································································· 106 
[εhżuitadeΖmewhurΖolanΖlondraΟΖokkaΖveΖdirhemΖhakkındaΖ´ΖεboutΖtheΖlitreΟΖtheΖokkaΖ
and the dram used in commerce] 

♭ＹＺＨＳπＶＲＶｉＴΖ♪ＨＷＣΖ１ＶＹＺＨＹＥΖΛ４ＨｃａＫＷＶＳＬＦＨΜΖ７ＨＱＱＮＴＣ ······································································································· 107 
[İstanbulunΖοaraΖτostası hakkınaΖ´ΖεboutΖtheΖlandΖpostalΖserviceΖofΖνstanbulŞ 

•Ζ∽ＶｉＹＺＷＰＨΖΛ†ＤＳＹＬΜΖ♪ＨＷＣΖ１ｈＹＺＨＹＮΖ[εvusturyaΖΛπemseΜΖοaraΖτostasıΖ´ΖψheΖlandΖpostalΖ
service of Austria] 
•Ζ２ｅＹＹＦＨΖ♪ＨＷＤΖ１ｈＹＺＨＹＮΖ[φusyaΖοaraΖτostasıΖ´ΖψheΖlandΖpostalΖserviceΖofΖφussiaŞ 
•Ζ ♭ＭＳａＷＦＴΖ ♪ＨＷＣΖ１ＶＹＺＨＹＥΖ７ＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ [İżmir‖inΖοaraΖτostasıΖ hakkınaΖ ´Ζ ψheΖ landΖpostalΖ
service of Smyrna] 

３ＣＪΖＱＶＲＶｉＴΖ１ＶＹＺＨＹＮＴＮＴΖＪＱＬＺＭＫＰＪＦΖＳπＬＲＫＬＲＤＷΟΖＩＬΖＱＨＺＭＣＷΖＹＨｃＤＺΖＰＺＰπＣＷΖＶＲＫＶａＪＶｉΖＳπＬＪＰＣＴ ············· 107 
[χa:ΖkolunΖτostasınınΖgeçti:iΖbeldelerΖveΖkaçarΖsaatΖitibarΖoldu:uΖbeyânΖ´ΖφegionsΖandΖ
time schedules of the postal service of Asia Minor] 

３ｈＲΖＱＶＲＶｉＴΖ１ｈＹＺＨＹＮＴＮＴΖＪＱＬＺＭＫＰＪＦΖＳπＬＲＫＬＲＤＷΟΖＩＬΖＱＨＺＭＣＷΖＹＨｃＤＺΖＰＺＰπＣＷΖＶＲＫＶａＪＶｉΖＳπＬＪＰＣＴ ············· 107 
[χolΖkolunΖτostasınınΖgeçti:iΖbeldelerΖveΖkaçarΖsaatΖitibarΖoldu:uΖbeyânΖ´ΖφegionsΖandΖ
time schedules of the postal service of Rumeli] 

♭ＹＺＨＳπＶＲＶｉＴΖ０ＹＳＨＴＲＥΖ∝ＨπＶＷＶｉΖ♪ＶａＳπＣＴＰＨＹＮ ············································································································ 108-109 
[İstanbul‖unΖσsmanlıΖϊapuruΖοumpanyasıΖ´ΖψheΖνstanbulΖσttomanΖχhippingΖηompanyŞ 

•Ζ ∽ＶｉＹＺＷＰＨΖ ∝ＨπＶＷＶｉΖ ♪ＶａＳπＨＴＦＨＹＮΖ [εusturyaΖ ϊapuruΖ οumpanyasıΖ ´Ζ ψheΖ εustrianΖ
Shipping Company] 

                                                      
103 “１ＬＷＦΖＺＮＸΖＫＰＨＺＮＷＥＹＬｅＸΖＺｅＴΖＶＫｈＴＺｅＴ”Ο ∽πＶＯＥＱＮΖＺｅＴΖΩｂＬＲＦＳｅＴΖ∵ＴｊＹＬｅＴ, no. 84 (Dec. 1843), p. 192. 
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•Ζ６ＷＨＴＹＥＭΖ∝ＨπｈＷΖ１ｈＹＺＨＹＮΖ[κransıżΖϊapurΖτostasıΖ´ΖψheΖseaΖpostalΖserviceΖofΖκranceŞ 
•Ζ♭ＪＪＰＲＺＤＷＨΖ♪ＶＳπＨＴＦＨＹＮΖ[İngiltereΖοumpanyasıΖ´ΖψheΖζritishΖηompanyŞ 
•Ζ６ＷＨＴＹＥＭΖ∫ＰＶａＩＬＲＦΖ∝ＨπＶＷＶｉΖ[κransıżΖθüveliΖϊapuruΖ´ΖκrenchΖstateΖshipsŞ 
•Ζ６ＷＣＴＹＨＴＮＴΖ２ＶＹＺＣＴΖ♪ＶＳπＨＴＦＨΖ∝ＨπＶＷＶｉΖ[κransa‖nınΖφostanΖKumpanya Vapuru = The 
ship of the French company Rostan] 
•Ζ♭ＪＪＰＲＰＭΖ♪ＶＳπＨＴＦＨＹＮΖ[İngiliżΖοompanyasıΖ´ΖΛψheΖshipΖofΜΖιnglishΖηompanyŞ 
•Ζ†ＤＳＹＬΖ∝ＨπＶＷＲＨＷＮＴＫＣＴΖ†ｈａＫΖ♪ＶＳπＨＴＦＨＹＮΖ[πemseΖvapurlarındanΖπoydΖοumpanyasıΖ´Ζ
(Time schedules of) Austrian ships of Lloyd Company] 

7Ζ０ａＳＶａＳＬＴＰＪＰＤΖ‡ＬＺＭＳＨＲＤＷΖΛ０ＰＱＶａＳＬＴＰＱＨＦΖ３ｉＴＶＫＶＰΜ ············································································································ 109 
[7 Umumeniye Mecmaler = The Seven Ecumenical Councils] 

♪ＰＶｉＴＬＺＭＰＴΖ ｃＬＷΖ ＨｆＫＤΖ ＹＨｃＤＺΖ ＱＨＺＭＫＤΖ ＫＶＪＶｉπΖ ＱＨＺＭＫＤΖ ＰＶＪＲＤＴΖ ＳＬＴＭＰＲＰＴＤΖ ＱＬＲＫＰＪＦΖ ＩＬΖ ＱＨＺＭＫＤΖ ＬＴＫＰＪＦΖ
ｃＨＱＱＮＴＣ ······················································································································································································································· 110 

[λünewinΖ herΖ aydaΖ saatΖ kaçtaΖ do:upΖ kaçtaΖ ö:lenΖ menżilineΖ geldi:iΖ veΖ kaçtaΖ endi:iΖ
hakkınaΖ´ΖεboutΖtheΖhoursΖofΖsunriseΟΖmiddayΟΖandΖsunsetΖeveryΖmonthŞ 

♭ＲＳＦΖ７ＨπＤＷ······································································································································································································ 110-111 
[İlm-i Haber = Announcement] 

∫ＬＩＲＬＺＲＶｉΖ♭ＴＨＪＰＬＺＲＶｉΖ７ＨＲＦＲΖ１ＨＹＹＣΖ∬ｂＤＴＺＰＳＰＭＦＴΖ‡ＬＫＰＴＤｆΖ♭ＹＳＰＷＤΖＺＬＹＷＦｂΖＳπＶａＪＰＶａＷＫＶａＱＲＨＷＥ ····· 112 
[Devletlü İnayetlüΖμalilΖτawaΖιfendimiżΖρedine-iΖİżmireΖtewrifΖbuyurduklarıΖ´ΖψheΖvisitΖ
of His Illustrious and Gracious Highness Halil Pasha Effendi to the city of Smyrna] 
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≡ＲＳＦΖ∬ＫＤπΖΛ‰ＯＰＱＥΜ ················································································································································································ 113-122 

[İlm-i Edeb = Ethics] 
•Ζ‡πＤＴＰ ＨＫＬＳＦＴ ＱＬＴＫＶａＴＤ ＶＲＣＴ ＳπＶＷＺＭＶｉ [ζeniΖâdeminΖkendineΖolanΖborcuΖ´Ζτeople‖sΖ
duty towards themselves] 
•Ζ ‡πＤＴＰΖ ＨＫＬＳＦＴΖ ＱＬＴＺＶｉΖ ｃＨＱＱＮＴＫＣΖ ＬＲＭＤＳΖ ＶＲＣＴΖ ＬＩＩＤＲＱＰΖ ｂＨＷＭΖ [Beni âdemin kendi 
hakkındaΖ elżemΖ olanΖ evvelkiΖ farżΖ ´Ζ ψheΖ firstΖ andΖ mainΖ dutyΖ ofΖ people to 
themselves] 
•Ζ♭ＱＰＴＺＭＦΖｂＨＷＭΖ[İkinciΖfarżΖ´ΖχecondΖθutyŞ 
•Ζ０ａＺＭＶａＴＺＭＦΖｂＨＷＭΟΖ- ｃＬＷΖＺＰＶａＷＲＦΖｂＤＴＴＰΖＳＨＷＰｂＤＺＰＲＬΖＳＶａＱＬＳＳＤＲΖＶＲＳＣＱΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ [Üçüncü 
farz – μerΖ türlüΖ fenniΖ mârifetiyleΖ mükemmelΖ olmakΖ hakkınaΖ ´Ζ ψhirdΖ dutyΡΖ ψheΖ
quest for perfection with all sciences] 
•Ζ∫ＰＶＷＫＰＴＺＭＦΖｂＨＷＭΖ– ＹＨＪＲＥＱΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ[Dördüncü farz – sa:lıkΖhakkınaΖ´ΖκourthΖdutyΡΖ
About health] 
•Ζ‡πＬＹＰＴＺＭＦΖｂＣＷＭΖ– ＰｂＺＰｃＨＷＲＮＪＣΖｂＬ√ＭΖＳπＶａＲＫＶａＷＳＣＱΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ[ζewinciΖfarżΖ– iftiharlı:aΖ
feyżΖbuldurmakΖhakkınaΖ´ΖκifthΖdutyΡΖμowΖtoΖgainΖtheΖπord‖sΖgratificationŞ 

                                                      
104 1 April 1850). 
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•Ζ ７ＬＷΖ ＨＫＨＳＦＴΖ ＪＨｆＷＰＪＰＤΖ ＶＲＣＴΖ ＫＬＪＰＴＲＬＷＦΖ ｃＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ [μerΖ adamınΖ gayriyeΖ olanΖ deyinleriΖ
hakkınaΖ´ΖψheΖdutiesΖofΖpeopleΖtoΖothersŞ 
•Ζ ♭ＱＰＴＺＭＦΖ ｂＨＷＭΖ – ＪＨｆＷＰＲＬＷＦＴΖ ＰＶＳＷＰＴＦΖ ＩＬΖ ＹＮｃＤＺＰΖ ＨｂＪＰＬＺＲＬＷＰＴＤΖ ＳＶａｃＨｂｂＨＭＣΖ ＬＺＳＬＱＲＦＱΖ
ｃＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ [İkinciΖ farżΖ – gayrilerinΖ ömrünüΖ veΖ sıhhat-i afiyetlerine muhafaza 
etmeklikΖhakkınaΖ´ΖχecondΖdutyΖ– Maintaining the life and good health of other 
people] 
•Ζ ０ａＺＭＶａＴＺＭＦΖ ｂＨＷＭΡΖ – ∵ＨｆＷＰＪＦΖ ＬＳＲＣＱＮΖ ＬＹＪＰＨＹＮＴＺＣＴΖ ＳＨｃＷＦＳΖ ＤＺＳＬＳＬＱΖ ７ＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ [Üçüncü 
farz – gayriyiΖemlâkΖuΖewyasındanΖmahrumΖetmemekΖhakkınaΖ´ΖψhirdΖduty. To not 
conspireΖagainstΖothers‖ΖlandΖandΖpropertyŞ 
•Ζ ∫ＰＶＷＫＰＴＺＭＦΖ ｂＨＷＭΖ – ＹＰＶＭＰＴＤΖ ＹＨＫＮＱＲＥＱΖ ｃＨＱＱＮＴＣ [Dördüncü farz – χöżüneΖ sâdıklıkΖ
hakkınaΖ´ΖκourthΖdutyΡΖοeepingΖone‖sΖwordΖofΖhonourŞ 
•Ζ ‡ＶａＱＨＩＬＲＬＲＤＷΟΖ ＩＬΖ ＺＨｃＩＦＲΟΖ ＩＬΖ ＺＬＳＬＹＶａＺＲＣＷΖ ７ＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ [Mukâveleler ve tahvil ve 
temesutlarΖΖhakkınaΖ´ΖεboutΖcontractsΟΖbillsΖandΖsecuritiesŞ 
•Ζ‡πＤＴＰΖＨＫＤＳΖ∽ＲＲＨｃＣΖＴＬΖＳπＶＷＺＭＲＶｉΖＶＲＫＶａＪＶｉΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣ [ζeniΖâdemΖεllah‖aΖneΖborçluΖ
oldu:uΖhakkınaΖ´Ζρan‖sΖobligationΖtoΖλodŞ 
•Ζ６ＨＭＰＲＬＺＦΖＴＬΖＩＤＺＭｃＰＲＬΖＱＨＭＨＴＳＨＴＥＴΖＶａＹＶａＲＦΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣ [Fazileti ne vechile każanmanınΖ
usulüΖhakkınaΖ´ΖψheΖwayΖtoΖacquireΖvirtueŞ 

４ＨπＰＷＴＨＳＤ ······································································································································································································ 122-124 
[Tâbirname = Dreambook] 

•Ζ４ＭＰＺＭＬＱＲＤＷΖΛΆＴＯＮΜΖ７ＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ[ÇiçeklerΖhakkınaΖ´ΖΛθreamsΜΖaboutΖflowersŞ 
•Ζ∽ＪＨＺＭＲＣＷΖΛＫＤＴＫＷＨΜΖＩＬΖＳＬｆＩＨＲＣＷΖΛＶπｅＷＰＱＣΜΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ[ε:açlarΖveΖmeyvalarΖhakkınaΖ´Ζ
(Dreams) about trees and fruit] 
•Ζ∵ＱＰＶａＹＲＣＷΖΛπＺＮＴＣΜΖＩＬΖＳπＰＶＺＭＬＱＲＤＷΖΛＤＴＺＶＳＨΜΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ[οuwlarΖveΖböceklerΖhakkındaΖ´Ζ
(Dreams) about birds and insects] 

４ＬＭＩＰＷＲＦＱΖｃＬＱＰＨＪＰＬＹＦ ························································································································································································· 124 
[Tezvirlik hikâyesi = A story of deceipt] 

∫ＦＱＬＷΖｃＬＱＰＨＪＰＤ ···························································································································································································· 125-126 
[θi:erΖhikâyeΖ´Ζεnother story] 

４ＶｃＩＤ ······························································································································································································································ 126 
[Tövbe= Shame!] 

♪ＬＴＫＰＴＫＤＴΖＪＰＨＴＣＴΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣ ········································································································································································ 126 
[οendindenΖyananΖhakkınaΖ´ΖνmmolationŞ 

≡ＹπＶａΖＺＨＷＦｂＨＫＬＴΖｃＤＷΖ‡ＬＹＬπＤΖＺＨＲＦπΖＶＲＣＴΖＳＰＲＬＺＲＤＷΖＱＣＺＭΖＴＬｂＬＷＫＤＴΖ ＰＳπＬＷＤＺΖＶＲＫＶａＱＲＨＷＥΖπＬＪＰＣＴΖ
ＶＲＶｉＷ ······························································································································································································································ 127 

[İwbuΖ tarifedenΖherΖmeżhebeΖ tâlipΖ olanΖmiletlerΖ kaç neferdenΖ ibaretΖ olduklarıΖ beyânΖ
olur = Table showing the population of various nations according to religion] 

♭ＭＳＦＷΖÅＬＲＭＬＲＬＹＦΖΛ３ＬＰＹＳｈＸΜ] ······························································································································································· 127-128 
[İżmirΖżelżelesiΖ´ΖψheΖνżmirΖearthquakeŞ 

•ΖÅＬＲＭＬＲＤΖＴＬΖＶＲＫＶａＪＶｉΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＣΖ[ZelżeleΖneΖoldu:unuΖhakkınaΖ´ΖεboutΖearthquakes] 
∫ＬＩＲＬＺＲＶｉΖ ♭ＴＨＪＰＬＺＲＶｉΖ ７ＨＲＦＲΖ １ＨＹＹＣΖ ７ＨＭＷＬＺＲＬＷＰＴＦＴΖ ♭ＭＳＰＷＤΖ ＺＬＹＷＰｂＲＬＷＰＴＫＤΖ ３ＬＷＩＤＺΖ ∬ｂＤＴＫＰＴＰＴΖ
ＺＨＱＫＦＳΖＬＪＲＬＫＰＪＦΖＺＨＷＦｃＫＰＷΖＱＰḲΖＦＹπＶａΖＳＨｃＨＲＤΖＺＣππΖＩＤΖＺＬＳＹＦＲΖＱＮＲＮＴＳＥＹＫＮＷ ························································ 128 
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[θevletlüΖ İnayetlüΖ μalilΖ τawaΖ μażretlerininΖ İżmir‖eΖ tewriflerindeΖ χervetΖ ιfendi‖ninΖ
takdimΖ eyledi:iΖ tarihdirΖ kiΖ iwbuΖ mahaleΖ tabΖ veΖ temsilΖ kılınmıwdırΖ ´Ζ ψheΖ historyΖ
presented by Servet Effendi on the occasion of His Illustrious and Gracious Highness 
μalilΖτasha‖sΖhonoringΖνżmirΟΖprintedΖandΖreproducedΖinΖthisΖplaceŞ 

‡πＶｉΖ ＫＨｃＦΖ ＳπＶａＴＫＣＴΖ ＨＱＺＤＳ ∽ｆＫＥＴΖ ♪ＨｆＳＨＱＨＳＥΖ ＴＣＹπΖ ＩＬΖ ＺＬＨＪＦＴΖ ＳπＶａＪＰＶａＷＶａＲＳＶｉＸΖ ＶＲＣＴΖΖΖΖ
３ＨＨＫＬＺＲＶｉΖ ０ＹＳＣＴΖ ∬ｂＤＴＫＰΖ ７ＨＭＷＬＺＲＬＷＰＴＦＴΖ ＱＨｆＳＨＱＨＳＲＮＪＮＴＤΖ Ζ ＫＨ√ＷΖ ∬ｂＤＴＺＰΖ ＳＶｉＳＨΖ ＰＲＬｃＦＴΖ ＴＣＭＳΖ ＩＤΖ
ＰＴＹＣΖＬＪＲＬＫＰＱＦΖＺＨＷＦｃＫＰＷ ····················································································································································································· 128 

[ζuΖ dahiΖ bundanΖ akdemΖεydınΖοaymakamıΖnasbΖ veΖ tayinΖbuyurulmuwΖ olanΖ χaadetluΖ
Osman EfendiΖμażretlerininΖkaymakamlı:ınaΖdairΖιfendiΖmumaileyhinΖnażmΖveΖ inwaΖ
eyledi:iΖ tarihdirΖ ´Ζ ψheΖ historyΖ describingΖ μisΖ ζlessedΖ μighnessΖ σsmanΖ ιffendi‖sΖ
appointment as the Aydin district governor written in verses on that occasion by the 
aforementioned poet Effendi] 

 

 

Issue 8 (sic) 
ςisanΖΛεprilΖΦΜΖ1ά5ΣΖΖηemażiyül‖ahırΖΦΟΖ1Φ66105  

 
‡ＬＱＺＤπＶａＲΖ ６ＰＶａＴＶｉＴΖ ＴＨＳＥΖ ＰＲＤΖ ∫ＰＶａＺＭＺＭＣＷΖ ∵ＨＭＤＺＨＹＮΖ ＰＺＭＣＺΖ ＩＤΖ ＰＴＹＹＣΖ ＬＺＳＬＱＲＦＱΖ ｃＨＱＱＮＴＣΟΖ
∫ＬＩＲＬＺＲＶｉΖ ♭ＴＨＪＰＬＺＲＶｉΖ ７ＨＲＦＲΖ １ＨＹＹＣΖ ∬ｂＤＴＺＰＳＰＭΖ ７ＨＭＷＬＺＲＬＷＰＴＤΖ ＺＨＱＫＦＳΖ ＬＪＲＬＫＰＪＰＳＦＭΖ ＨＷＭＶａｃＣＲΖ
ＺＬＹｂＰＺＦＫＰＷ ······································································································································································································· 129-130 

[ρektebü‖l-κünunΖnâmıΖ ileΖ ψüccarΖλażetesiΖ îcadΖ veΖ inwâΖ etmeklikΖhakkındaΖθevletluΖ
İnayetlüΖμalilΖτawaΖιfendimiżΖμażretlerineΖtakdimΖeyledimiżΖarżuhalΖtesvididirŞΖ´ΖψheΖ
draft of our petition to His Illustrious and Gracious Highness Halil Pasha Effendi about 
the creation and formation of the Merchant Journal under the name of the School of 
Sciences] 

♪ＨＷＮＴＺＣＴΖＹＰＶＪＲＬＴＬＴＲＤＷΖｃＨＱＱＮＴＺＣΖΛ１ＬＷＦΖＬＪＪＨＹＺＷＰＳｉＯｅＴΜ ··············································································· 130-131 
[οarındanΖsöylenenlerΖhakkındaΖ´ΖεboutΖventriloquistsŞ 

ÅＬＲＭＬＲＤ ························································································································································································································· 132 
[Zelzele = Earthquake] 

‡ＮｃＲＨＫＥＭΖＺＬＲＦΖＰＲＤΖＰＹＨＷＤＺΖＶａＹＶａＲＦΖΛ４ＮＲＤＪＷＨｂＶＸΖＫＰ’ＮＲＬＱＺＷＰＹＳＤＴＶａΖＹｉＷＳＨＺＶＸΜ ······························· 132-134 
[ρıknatısΖteliyleΖiwaretΖusulüΖ´ΖψheΖelectromagneticΖtelegraphŞ 
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